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faith and the Irish have kept this
heritage through the ages of bitter
persecution, just as we have kept our
heritage of a democratic government
which the founding Fathers bequeathed to us. The little Isle of Saints
and Scholars stands out today to the
big giant nations of the world as a
symbol that wealth and power are not
the greatest things in life.

@ In the old Roman days March
was the first month of the year. With
us

it is the

third

month,

but

there

is

something about March that suggests
a beginning. Spring comes in March
and with spring there is new life in
the world. Nature wakes from the
long winter sleep and the farmers
bestir themselves to plant another crop
that will supply food for mankind.
The cycle begins all over again. With
new life comes new hope and life and
hope are essentially cheerful and that
is why we are always happy to see
spring come. Nature beckons us to the
great outdoors where we get close to
the earth and the sky and the trees
and flowers and in our hearts we sing
a song of praise and thanksgiving for
the beautiful world that is ours to
enjoy.
This year in March we have the
great feast of Easter. Easter means
the Resurrection of Christ from death
to life by His own divine power and
for us as individuals and as nations
Easter should mean a resurrection.
As individuals we should leave our
old selves behind and rise to newer
heights. We should put off the old
man of sin and put on the Lord Jesus
Christ after the suggestion of St.
Paul. The yearly recurrence of Easter
is a reminder to us of this duty. We
will want to put off the ugly phases of
our
character,
such
as
haughtiness,
intolerance,

unkindness,
greed,
sel-

fishness, crudeness and with a clean
mind and a pure heart rise to a plane
of goodness that will make us pleasing in the sight of the Risen Christ.
We cannot do this by our own power
but with God’s help we can rise.
The nations of the world should
heed the Easter lesson to rise to a
world of peace and cooperation and
love. Nations under the Communistic
control want to free themselves from
that hellish tyranny but they are
powerless. They are denied freedom
of speech and action and religion.
Their churches

are stolen, their priests

and bishops are imprisoned
dered and men and women
to

concentration

camps.

or murare sent

The

Easter

sun that rises over these unfortunate
people will discover fear and uncertainty

the

in their hearts.

Iron

Curtain

are

Nations

outside

suffering

from

a lack of unity and consequently a lack

of cooperation with the United States
in the world fight against Communism. In their national pride they look
to their own national interests to the

Page 2

neglect of a world vision that is so
all important now. America needs the

help of the other nations in this titanic struggle that has divided the
world into two camps.
Here at home
many blessings.

we are the object of
We are the wealthi-

est and most powerful nation in the
world and we constitute the only real
bulwark
between
Communism
and
ruin. We have shared our wealth
generously with the suffering peoples
of the world and our armies have defied the threats of the Communistic
invasions. With us it is a case of one
continent rising up to feed another
continent. It is true that we are a
generous nation but we are likewise a
sinful nation. Our divorce record is
a national scandal. Juvenile delinquency, godless education, neglect of religion,

crimes

against

society,

this

is

our record and we wonder why we
are still so prosperous in the face of
this iniquity. The Holy Book says
that charity covers a multitude of
sins and perhaps it is because of our
generosity and kindness that we have
escaped thus far the ravages of war
and

other

punishments

which

an

of-

fended God may sends us. Certainly
Easter is a time when we should think
of a national purgation and purifying.
In the
celebrate
New

York

month of March the Irish
St. Patrick’s
Day.
From
to

Australia

they

gather

and sing the praises of their saint and
recall the glories of the Irish through
the

centuries.

What

nation

cannot

re-

call glorious memories of the deeds
of their ancestors? St. Patrick always
reminds us of a man who had a mission and performed it, and the world
is much better today for the work of
Patrick, because the Irish, though relatively small in number, have left
their impression on the world. St.
Patrick gave them the heritage of the

Two days after the feast of St.
Patrick we keep the feast of Our
Lord’s foster-father, St. Joseph; in
fact the whole month of March is
dedicated to his honor. He is a symbol
of the forgotten man, the man who
quietly, unobtrusively goes about his
work remote from the noise of the
world. He had a job and he did it. It
was a great job, an important job,
that of caring for the Christ Child and

His Blessed Mother. What a happy
world this would be if we would all
do our appointed tasks after the manner of St. Joseph. Then he is the
model of the working man. St. Joseph’s lot in life was a humble one.
Who knew much about the man in
the carpenter shop at Nazareth? The
masses of humanity are destined to
work in forgotten roles; only a few
are born to rule. In his carpenter
shop Joseph gave example of those
qualities

that

we

expect

of

working

people. And these qualities might be
summed up in the statement, give an
honest day’s work to the man who
gives you your pay check at the end

of the week.
In this year
unusual

event

of grace,
took

place

1951, a very
in March

at

the University of Dayton. Naturally
we refer to the invitation that the
University’s

basket ball team

received

from the NIT in New York to play
in Madison Square Garden the week
of March 10 to the 17. The invitation
was

expected

and

campus

life

was

tense until the news broke. Then the
enthusiasm and loyalty with which we
followed a great team through a most
successful

season

let loose and

the big

question was, “Are you going to New
York?” As we go to press the team
leaves

for

New

York,

hence

for

the

record we cannot put down here what
will happen in the Garden, but what
we want to do is to express our congratulations and appreciation to the
coach and the team for the wonderful
season they gave us and for the honor
and the publicity they brought to the
University. Thanks to Tom Blackburn
and

his

great

team.
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MARCH,

OUR

AESTHETIC
By Thomas

@ Man is a creature in search of
happiness and there are many ob-

jects in this world that can partially

satisfy this craving of man. Material
things like beautiful furniture, gorgeous costumes and brand new cars
make him happy for a time. But as
the years mount the material things

of this world lose their hold

on

people and they look about for other

ways of finding

happiness.

Then

they turn to the immaterial, the in-

tangible things in life, and here we
come face to face with the fine arts.

Art is an interpretation of life, a
representation of life made by an
artist. The source of art is life and
the artist uses his imagination to
produce a work of art which is a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.
The primary purpose of all art is to
present beauty to the one who takes
the trouble to find that beauty in
the arts. The

painter,

the sculptor,

the musician and the literary artist
are the individuals who are constantly in our debt for the great
masterpieces they have given to the

world. Of these four perhaps

the

literary artist is the one who influ-

ences more people than the other

three creative artists. Probably there
are more people who read than
people who listen to music or look
at pictures or statues.
What do people read? They may
read plays, novels,

short stories, es-

says and poems. And we know that
most people prefer prose creations

in literature to poetical creations.
The reason for this is that, generally
speaking, prose is easier to read than
March, 1951

ENJOYMENT

Jones

poetry. Prose does not require that
bending of the mind to the subjectmatter that poetry does. But poetry
by its very nature is of a higher order than prose, and that is another
reason why it is not as popular as
prose. ‘The masses are satisfied with
the low levels and only the ones who
have refined tastes strive after the
highest things in life. College men
and women should be classed among
those who have refined tastes that
demand the very best.
‘There are value levels in the mass

of poetry that has been produced
down

through

the

1951

ages,

ranging

from the simplicity of the nature

lyrics to the sublimity of the great
epics. All worth while poetry must
have emotion and imagination. If
these are missing the writing sinks to
the level of mere verse, or just words
in a certain rhythm.
There are reasons why poetry continually draws readers back to it for
inspiration and comfort and_ joy.
Poetry can turn what it touches into
loveliness. Matthew Arnold says in
one of his essays that the matter of
poetry must have truth and seriousness. The intellect of man is satisged only with the truth and a mature mind want seriousness. Now

the imagination of the poet takes
this truth and seriousness and colors

it with a radiant glow and couches it
in words that leave us with a haunting sense of melody and loveliness.

Perhaps one of the best examples of
this presenting loveliness is found
in the short nature poems of Words-

worth, where the great nature poet is
at his best.

As we live day after day we get

used
and
with
the

to the many objects about us
these objects become obscured
a veil of familiarity. Poetry has
power to remove this film of

familiarity. How

differently do we

consider the rose after hearing Robert Burns cry out:
O, My luve is like a red, red rose

That is newly sprung in June.
Or have we ever passed up a mossy

stone on

the road? Perhaps

after

hearing Wordsworth refer to Lucy
who dwelt among the untrodden

ways as:

A violet by a mossy stone
Half hidden from thy eye.
we

will take

a second

look

next mossy stone that we see.

at the

The older we get the more we are

aware of the impermanence of the

things in this life where in the words
of Keats “youth grows pale, and
spectre-thin, and dies,” and where
“Beauty cannot keep her lustrous
eyes.” Now the poet comes to our

aid here and gives a certain permanence to events that have passed.
With Shakespeare we live over again

the times of Macbeth and Caesar

and in the narrative poems of our
early American poets we relive the
happenings of Colonial times. But
particularly ideas are fixed for us in
words that are quoted generation

after generation. Look how Milton

expresses resignation to God’s will
Page 3

in

his

blindness

by

that

immortal

line:

ON

THE

OTHER

They also serve who only stand

tion,

Goldsmith

in

the

“Deserted

Village,” when thinking of coming
back to Auburn to spend his declining years says he will:
Bend to the grave with
unperceived decay
While resignation gently slopes
the way.
And when we make plans and they
do not materialize we may recall the
words that came to the plow-boy
poet, Robert Burns, after plowing
up the mouse’s nest, the nest in
which the little mouse hoped to
spend the winter:
The best-laid schemes of mice
and men

Gang aft agley.
In his “Defense of Poetry” Shelley
says that poetry is the record of the

best moments of the best and happi-

est men. Now do we not want the
very best that men can give, and
according to the testimony of one

who was himself one of the best examples of a true poet where do we
go? To the poet, of course. We are
limiting ourselves in this discussion
to the arts and are not considering
other fields of study such as philosophy or religion.
Like all great art, great poetry is
inexhaustible
in its supply
of
thought and beauty to satisfy the
intellect and the aesthetic sense of
men. Because of this quality great
poetry

is

timeless,

that

is,

it be-

longs to all times and all places.
Time cannot stale its universal appeal. The pleasure which the poet
communicates in his great works endures and fascinates generation after
generation.

OF

THE

DESK

By Dolores Carcelli

and wait.
And speaking of this same resigna-

SIDE

© The student-teacher proposition
has been reversed for many of our

his class to be thinking along his-

UD.

any questions, and was confronted
with this one: “When a lion and
a tiger get into a fight, who wins?”
Jack Stevenson, teaching history

fellows and co-eds. Yes, there

are some elite among us who are
giving out the assignments instead of
doing them; in other words, they are

on the other side of the desk. Hav-

ing now experienced the trials and
tribulations of those modern martyrs, the school teachers, our student
pedagogues now look upon the profession in a different light.
In the grade school realm, Marilyn Beacham, teaching the fourth
grade at Ruskin, has come to the
conclusion that a teacher must know
everything about all things, including the world of comics. One of her
“cherubs” popped this question,
“Does Red Rider have red hair or
brown hair, Miss Beacham?”

One of Celeste McMullen’s little
brain-children in the third grade at
Central asked, when

she told them

about the fjiords in Norway, “Why
do they drive Fords around in all
that snow?” Oh, yes, they come up
with some “gems.”

torical lines, he asked if there were

at Stivers, found that it was not the

Sioux Indians who

defeated Gen-

eral Custer at the Battle of Bighorn,
but a diverse number of men ranging from George Washington down
to Karl Marx.
One of Shirley Krumholz’s older,
more blase fifth graders, at Central,

thinking that they would have a gay
time with a practice teacher, disgustedly exclaimed that they were
better off before! She must be hard
on them. But, you can imagine her
embarrassment when she said (instead of “Close your eyes .. .”)
“Cross your eyes and try to visaalve:.
Causing quite a tumult when she
entered

Dee

her

room

McAnespie

at Lincoln,

was astonished

Dee

to

find that she had no chair, but one

of her students tried to remedy the
situation

when

he

offered,

“That’s

The third graders at Belmont
think that Miss Roll (‘Twitch to
you) looks more like a high school

all right, you can sit on my lap!”
Bucky Weaver finds that he pre-

student than a teacher, and one of

out lesson plans. It’s really tiresome
to make those things out, he discovered. He likes the actual teaching
very much. The gym and _ health
teacher at Belmont, Bucky marvels
at the way the students can get him
off the track. Maybe he’ll have some
new tactics to try on the profs at

the first graders at Irving asked
Trishie Cashman if she was the
teacher’s
daughter.
Twitch
has
found that third graders are very
friendly, showing their affection with
gifts of lollipops and apples.
It
seems that there’s more than one
Tom who brings her candy. Trishie

was astounded when one of her sixyear-olds seriously announced that
classmates Beverly and Bobby would
soon be married! This younger generation!

ferred even

homework

to making

UD!
Pauline Spring discovered that the
Principal’s cat at Longfellow was
named “Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.”” Her fifth graders are having
quite a time guessing her age. So
far, it’s a tie between eighteen and
twenty-six.

Besides contributing to our emotional
and
aesthetic
enjoyment
poetry can enlarge our mind by
making it the receptacle of many

Labeled “hubba hubba boy” at
Ruskin, “Dutch” Kronenberger is
enjoying his extreme popularity with

new ideas. It does not follow that

seventh and eighth grade girls. The

teaching. Perhaps more of us should

prime question when he began was

because the first object of poetry
and all art is to present beauty, that
literature does not have an intellect-

“Are

be in the Department of Education.
But it’s really more work than play,

(Continued

Page 4

on Page

22)

you

married,

er?” Disillusioned

Mr.

Kronenberg-

when

his

stu-

dents refuse to concentrate, “Dutch”

was mortified when once, believing

Sounds

like

fun,

this

practice

and from all reports, the student
teachers consider it valuable experi-

ence and fascinating work.
The Exponent
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By Willard L. Crowell
@ Sgt. Dominic Marino, first platoon, third regimental combat team,

slid his six-foot frame wearily, feet
first into the one-man foxhole. He
laid his automatic rifle down gently,
muzzle pointed to the north, gave it

a final pat as though to assure it he
would be back, and settled down into

as comfortable a position as the confining sides would allow. He glanced
again at the rifle, then checked the
ammunition in the bandoleer. They
had a partnership, this rifle and he;
he gave it loving care, and in return
it spoke for him, loud and long at
appropriate moments. To date they
had lost no arguments, but previously as now, they had been forced to
yield a point.
The feeling grasped him again,
the lately acquired
sensitiveness

which he could not shake, a feeling

of living in a vacuum, a feeling of
not living at all, a feeling bordering
on hopeless despair. The sticky nature of it was making itself known
again. In the beginning the word
“war” was always a huge red and
purple italicized word in his mind’s
eye; it flashed intermittently then
disappeared, leaving him with only a
vague notion of the present. He tried

to put down the bitterness that well-

drafted, which was a certainty but
enlisted in the Army. He had been
sent to Europe, after stopovers in
Ireland, Africa, and England. Then

it was

more of an adventure

than

anything else. He had had things to
live for, moments

of fearful excite-

ment when taking a town, moments
of delightful apprehension when
pulled out of the line and sent to
a rear rest area, moments of joy
when he had gotten a furlough, moments of sadness when he had to
leave Marie and his father and
mother. But here there were no
moments, only minutes — sixty minutes make an hour — that was wrong
— sixty years make an hour.
Yes, ten years ago the world had
ceased to be an oyster and the pearl
it mothered seemed there to stay.
For him, Dominic Marino the pear]
had glistened beckoningly, but to dislodge it took time, and he had not
had that time. Time was an enemy,
too, a fierce, unrelenting enemy, and
neither bullets, nor curses nor wishes

could stop it. It rushed on and he
with it, only here, in his mind, could

he stop it, turn it back to the good
days; these were the good days and
he lived them again.

a word

one

another,

but

not

to

learned of war in 1941 — December
7th to be exact. He was twenty years
old then and had not waited to be
March, 1951

special fascination for him; why, he

could not or did not think it neces-

sary to understand. Other men looked at ears, or eyes or other features
but noses, but not he. This interest

in noses had often made him the
subject of good-natured kidding.
Marie’s nose was lilting and saucy
and it tilted ever so slightly upward
and accented her wide-set eyes. It
wasn’t until months later when they
had been going together rather
steadily that he learned that she had
been watching him as closely that
night

as he had

watched

her,

but

of the morning but nothing was
ever said for Marie’s family approv-

his

beloved America. His father had
become a citizen in time to vote
Woodrow Wilson into office so that
America would be kept out of war;
he had taught him love and respect
for his adopted country for it was
his country. Though young Dominic had defended this claim many
times when it had been disputed by
other children on the block. He had

reaction had been to lift her nose a

trifle and gaze over his shoulder.
This was not quite the reaction he
had expected, but dancing with her
far exceeded his anticipation, and
he liked the shyness and spirit of
aloofness that her tilted nose conveyed. Noses had always held a

their families soon became fast
friends. They had gone many places
and arrived home in the wee hours

in a news-

paper, it happened in far-off countries where people did not get along
with

he had asked her, and as they swung
out onto the floor he had gazed at
her with that how-do-you-do-I-thinkI'm-going-to-love-you look. Her only

about the same time as his had and

Ten years ago he had known little
it was

ticed that she was free for a dance,

being a woman she had been better
able to disguise it. Marie’s father had
come over from the old country

ed up suddenly and engulfed him,
but never was he completely successful.
of war,

an hour before asking her to dance.
He wasn’t bashful or shy but just
watching and anticipating what it
would be like to dance with her was
in itself exhilirating. When he no-

ed of him so heartily that question-

ing his judgment of when to leave

Illustration

by

Frank

Swift

Marie was seventeen when he first

met her at his cousin’s party in that
up to then dull summer of 1941. He
had

watched

her for perhaps

half

a party or say goodnight was unthinkable. His mother had been
quite happy for he was seeing only
one girl, and seeing only one girl
usually pointed to one thing, a wedding and a wedding was an adventure in sadness and joy which his
mother had long looked forward to.

In November, when Marie said yes,
(Continued

on Page

20)
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THE

LION

SHALL

EAT

STRAW

By Paul Search

@ Room number 5 was a large
corner room looking out over dingy

streets and the roofs of lower apartment houses. If one ignored the sor-

did scenes of over population, there
could be seen in the distance the
wild surf breaking on a jungle cov-

ered shore. This microcosmic view
enthralled me. I knew that my leisure would be spent in watching the
sea, observing people, listening to
the clash of noises which welled up
about me, and dreaming.
Exuberant over the good fortune
of obtaining such a location, I began

fused

as

to

what

should

slowly to his hands and knees. He
looked up and our eyes met. Displaying remarkable agility he arose to
his feet. For several minutes he
stood there swaying back and forth.
During this time I examined him
very closely, but could learn nothing
from his appearance about the man.
Evidently my scrutiny upset him, for
with a sweep of his arm he pushed

poverty of my possessions was equal-

no damned good, you
and weaved away.

into the wall and said, “You're

a soft-cushioned

rocker below the large window I
watched the beauty of a polychro-

so and so”

Before going to bed, I glanced out
at the night, silent and alone with a
few sentinel street lights. My last

thought as sleep overtook me was

Soon
When

that adventure begins when the sun
goes down. I woke up on a bright
Sunday morning. For a few moments I accustomed myself to this
room. Dressing in my Sunday best
I started out for church.

whiskey and the sound of snored

groanings caused me some alarm. I
groped my way to the door and
found the light switch. A weak but
courageous little bulb dispelled the
darkness and discovered the source
of anxieties.
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?

Father

interrupted.

loney,”

he

went

on,

“is our best

parishioner. He belongs to all the
clubs and conducts all the parish
drives. He is my right hand. Not
only that but he is the biggest contributor in the parish.” Father continued in his enthusiasm “If all the
parishioners were Tim Maloneys we
would have golden steeples on St.
Johns.”

Father, and don’t be-

After joining in the laughter, |
made a gesture for my hat so that
I could leave and allow these two

comrades more time.

to consciousness. I shook him, and
talked to him, but there was no

off the faucet and stood there con-

“Glad to know you, Mr. ah, ah.
What did you say your last name
is?”

“Don’t mind

than excited me. Just another drunk
who had lost his way. Well, the
problem would be to get him back

my grasp and fell to the floor. The
basin started to overflow. I turned

struck me.

lieve everything he says. You see,
we are the only two Irishmen in the
parish.”

sprawling arms, dishelved hair and
a beard of some days calmed rather

moved. With a lurch he was out of

man and my alcoholic anonymous

Embarrassed by such eulogy ‘Tim
Maloney
interrupted
laughingly,

There lying on my bed was a man
dressed in a wrinkled suit. His

response, just a sickening breath and
grunts. At last I decided to hoist
him on my back and carry him to
the wash room. There with difficulty
I got his head under the cold water
tap. The water ran down his neck
soaking his clothes. The stranger

Looking up I saw the ruddy face
and graying hair of a conservative
middle-aged man. It was a pleasant
face with a strain of seriousness and
the wrinkle of frequent laughter. His
eyes were bloodshot giving the impression of over work. As I shook
hands the resemblance between the

“Tim Maloney! Yes siree! ‘Tim Ma-

matic sky playing with a calm sea.
drowsiness
became
sleep.
I awoke the odor of stale

I want you to meet our

new parishioner.”

“Maloney,”

II

sun sent its golden form below the

Placing

doorbell. Father answered it. While
waiting I glanced about the narrow
stuffy office. Only one picture on the
walls and in a few minutes I had
exhausted its artistic possibilities.
The window disclosed a scene of
muddy streets and playing children.
Father broke into the room laughing, “Tim,

me

horizon.

done

My alcoholic anonymous saved
mt the trouble of thinking for he
began to shake himself and climbed

to unpack my few belongings. The

led by the furnishings of the room.
My task was completed just as the

be

next.

a close we were interrupted by the

Illustration

by

Tom

Father John seeing my gesture
took Tim and me by the arm and

Eshelman

After mass I waited for the priest

walked us both to the door. “Tim,”

to unvest, so that I could introduce

he said, “I’m putting our new member in your hands, watch out for

myself and

him.”” Then

be duly accepted

into

the parish. The sound of my feet as
I left the pew, echoed in the empty

church.
Introductions

over,

Father

John

and I sat talking about persons and

places. As the conversation drew to

has the room

he added to me, “Tim

next to yours, room

4 in your building.
Tim Maloney and I became inseparable friends, even though he
was fifty and I but twenty. He
brought me to his clubs, showed me
The Exponent

the best eating places, introduced
me to the town and acquainted me
with its sights. Often we would sit
in my room looking out over the city
and talk. Tim told me of his wife
and children. He described his two
girls who were nuns and related the
virtues of his oldest boy who was a
priest. But he never talked about his
life. At times we would sit for a long
stretch looking at the sea and never
speak a word.
Tim took me with him on his
visits to jails, hospitals and orphanages. He knew the poor and their
wants. Sundays we would visit the
poor sections and every one knew
Tim. It ways always, “Hello! Tim”

or “Tim, I need some help.” Char-

ity

was

name.

Tim

Under

Maloney’s

Tim’s

middle

tutelage

my

mediocre catholicity began to burn
fervently. Every one loved Tim and

Tim loved every one.

After two weeks of such selfless activity Tim became rather irritable
and short-tempered. He came less
frequently to chat. At night I could

hear him pacing back and forth in

his room. One evening after pacing
longer than usual I heard the bang
of his door and then silence.
Ill
‘Tim had been missing for three
days. I was worried. I had looked in
his rooms, called up friends, and, as

a last resort, had called the police.
No news of ‘Tim. I began to search
for him about town. Whomever I
asked

would

smile,

or

shake

his

head “Tim Maloney? Oh! he is
liable to be anywhere,” or “hard telling where Tim is.” At last some
one more blunt than the rest said,
“Hell! he probably is on a good
drunk. Don’t worry, though, rain or
shine, he will show up.”

The thought flooded me that my
alcoholic anonymous was Tim Maloney. Regardless of my thoughts I
set out in search of him. This time
I went from bar to bar. All the bar
tenders had seen him recently but
always advised me, “You will most
likely find him across the tracks.”
These

words

frightened

me.

had been across the tracks once with
Tim. The district had an interna(Continued on Page 21)
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EUGENE GLADSTONE

O’NEILL

By William E. Huth
® Nobility of spirit, to be able
again to believe in one’s self, to have
a firm purpose in life, a will and
power to live, all this is the recurrent theme in nearly all the plays of
Eugene O’Neill.
One of his most notable works is
the drama, “Anna Christie.” It typifies his profound characterization of
reality, and his ability to express
psychological frustration. Chris, an
old sailor in the story, is torn between two realities from which he
cannot escape, hatred of the sea,
whose service he is unable to leave,

and love for his daughter, whom he

has sent to inland relatives in order

that she might escape the sea’s
curse. After a time the daughter,
Anne returns to the quayside saloon, where her father idles away
time between trips. The father pictures her still as the innocent young
girl representing the perfection his
sailor’s life had never known. In
reality, Anne had been living an
immoral existence. She then lives
happily on a barge with her father,
who effects her regeneration. After
a time an

Irish stoker, Mat

Burke,

falls in love with Anne. He fights
with her father who doesn’t approve
of their marriage. Anne intervenes
by telling Burke her past. He leaves
and forgets his misery in drink, but
in the end, returns to claim Anne.
In this play, we find a complete
realization, a complete illusion of

actuality, which does not characterize his later works.

O’Neill,

in his

indifference to appearances and his
eagerness to go below to the primary
motives, neglects the concrete details which lend truth or actuality to
a portrait.
The second story which I wish to
mention is the play, “All God’s Children Got Wings.” There is one
thing evident in both of these plays.
‘Typical of this are such expressions
as: if only he could write always up
to his highest level and successfully
carry out his designs; and, if only
his performance were equal to his
conception. Once in a while his
sentimentality concerning the under-

dog leads him to portray his characters not as they are, but as he would

like comfortable
they are.

people

to think

Returning to “All God’s Children
Got Wings,” we find a marriage of
a white woman and a Negro. It is
a tragic and beautiful love story
which ends in frustration and madness. The play opens with Ella and
Jim playing together on the street
in a mixed neighborhood in New
York. The awkward colored boy sees
beauty and perfection in Ella, who
is undeserving of his admiration. As

she grows older, there develops in
her a prejudice of race, and she
scorns his friendliness. Later on, Ella

befriends Micky, the ward bully,
who merely uses her for his own
designs, and then discards her and
leaves an illegitimate child to die.
She then accepts Jim’s protection as
her only refuge. In the meantime the

intelligent Jim has graduated from

high school and aspires to be a
lawyer. The two marry and go to
Europe where they find happiness
for a time. Ella loves Jim only for
his goodness, and after a time, even
this recollection fades from her as
she unconsciously recoils from contact with Negroes. They return to
this country, and Ella gradually loses
her reason. Jim tries hard to pass
the

bar

examination,

but

his

wife

has no sympathy for his efforts.
Jim’s kind mother and educated sister see Ella’s attitude, and combined

with

all

the

intervening

circum-

stances, cause the crazed wife to at-

tempt to kill her husband, including
malicious

intent. This fails, but he

does not pass the examination, due
to her mad desire to “look down on

him.”

Ella

falls

into

childishness,

and Jim asks God to let his suffer-

ing purify him of selfishness and
make him worthy of “the child you
sent me for the woman you take
away.”
All of O’Neill’s plays can be said
to have one central theme, and that

being the why and the how of
failure, and of the disintegration of
Page 7
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personality that is the sign of failure. He has worked a Freudian complex into them, creating unusual

psychologlical studies. Many people
have associated O’Neill’s
those of Pirandello, but
in that the characters of
stand forth in their own

works with
they differ
the former
right and

proclaim themselves as _personalities above and beyond the scope of

the play action; they are interesting
and human for themselves. With
these characters there are conflicts
between individuals, but always the
interest is focused on the mental
process of the victim, and ordinarily
the destructive force itself is an
inner one; the mind goes to pieces
because of its own inner conflict.
The nature of O’Neill’s greatness
cannot

be

summarized

coldly,

as

some have attempted by categorizing his works as filled with anarchy.
In fact, anarchy might typify his
works, but it is only from the larger
anarchy of life in the early twentieth
century. His greatness is a matter
of his generally somber and sardonic

tone, of his writings and of reality
honestly caught, intensely hated and
passionately defied by him. On the
other hand, O’Neill has been severe-

ly crticized for treating the social
realities of his time only tangentially,
or without awareness of their existence as a social problem. The fact
is that he has rarely regarded them
as worth treating artistically except
as manifestations of the struggle between man’s will and fate, between
passion and circumstance, and_between forces of the inner self. This
has resulted in much ambiguity, exaggerated adolescent emotionalism,
and chafing against the imponderables on his part. However, the
common reality of society has a way
of remaining under his feet even
when he is ascending from private
infernos toward the Empyrean and
the Primum Mobile; even in his
metaphysical sense, O’Neill has
sought the reality of common people
living on sea or land. He has presented humanity, struggling against
inherited or acquired limitations,
and facing racial prejudice, poverty,
the hardness of a stormy soil, the
frustration of Puritanism and the
effects of a materialistic world which
thwarts or perverts the spirit.
Page 8

LOVE
By James

e@ Frank Lewis was glad to be
back in the city. A welcome figure in
any circle of music lovers, he was
known as Lord Lewis, the orchestra
leader. At 31, he was one of the

most successful members of his
profession. Suave and stocky, looking more like an all-American football player than a professional musician, he was considered by the
ladies as one of the city’s most
eligible bachelors. Not that it ever
made any difference to him of
course
— that

taken
West

is, not

until

he

had

the band on a tour of the
from which they had just

returned.
Lying full-dressed upon the comfortable sofa of his apartment, Frank
looked as if he had not a care in
the world. All of the familiar noises
he had known since childhood arose
from the workaday streets below,
muted by the distance and the windows of his tenth-floor apartment.
Asleep, from all outward appearances,

he

was

nevertheless,

fully

awake and reminiscing. In his mind
he was reliving a two-week vacation
he had taken upon the close of the
season’s tour at colorful, little-frequented Pondre, Idaho. Ever since
he could remember, his imagination
had been excited by tales of such

communities with their red-blooded

loggers, storied prospectors and miners, and Indian pageantry. Indians!
During one of their ceremonial
dances,

Frank

and

members

of his

musical company had been made
honorary members of the Nez Perce
tribe.

There

he

had

met

Nola,

daughter of a chief.
Nola had been endowed with her
father’s calmness and wisdom and
her French mother’s sophistication
and beauty. Her tanned features,
crowned with the raven tresses of
her father’s race were enough to
draw affectionate tribute from any
man. Frank had been no execption.
The following two weeks saw the
pair together constantly, with Nola
telling of her life and schooling at a
Jesuit mission,

and

of college

days

CALL

Cooney
at the State University. Loving the
happy and industrious Indians, she
now served them as head of the
local social services bureau. Frank
had told her of the excitement to be
found in the Eastern cities, and of

the opportunities existing there.
Laughingly, he told her that she
should “come out of the sticks” and
visit New York.

On the last day of his vacation,
they had strolled out of the town
and down along the river bank,

where the colonnaded trunks of the
giant firs created a churchlike atmosphere. The enchantment of this
peaceful place magnified the difhculties which confronted them upon
having to say goodbye. Again Frank
told her of the wonderful East, and

very seriously begged her to go back
with him as his wife.
Nola had sighed and blushed, confessing also her fondness for him,
but denied the fact that she could
ever be happy or of more service in
any other place. So Frank had returned with the orchestra to keep a
Fall engagement at a swank entertainment spot in New York City.
But he had left his heart in Idaho,
and now. .
He loved this city and he sympathized with its slaving millions. Its
noises were like music to him. His
music, in turn, was appreciated by
the urbanites who sought so devoutly for pleasure. Music — Nola’s one
great love in life and the very reason
why he had to stay here, so far from
her. If only he could capture the
romance of this Gotham Town in
music!
Working on the idea he had recorded

the sirens and whistles,

the

laughter and the sobbing, the traffic
noises and holiday gaiety, and had
used his own orchestra to blend the
sounds and to weave a musical background to complete the lure which
he hoped would bring Nola to him.
The
finished
record
he called
“Come

to The City.”
(Continued

on Page 20)
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@ Nervous fingers etched a W on
the paper already crowded with sim-

THE

HINGE

During the year and a half that
followed, Sam was accepted on his
own merits. Personal and_profes-

ilar figures. There was a pause, then
in

snatched up the paper with its contents of W’s

and

N’s, crumbled

it

and let it fall to the floor. Hastily
pocketing the fountain-pen, the
kahki-clad figure scrambled to his
feet. This movement caused the
wadded paper to scurry teasingly
after him. With giraffe-like strides,
the GI boots covered the length of
the barracks. “Say, where ye goin’,
Sam?” ventured a sleepy-eyed red-

head whose legs dangled out from
under his blanket. Defiance voiced
itself in the silence that answered
and was only accentuated by the
wind-slammed

door.

Once outside, S/Sgt. Sam Johnson paused, his chest heaving heavily
as his lungs bit into the crisp cold

of a Missouri
eyes

looked

January. Steel-blue

out

on

street, abandoned

the

company

as usual on

Sun-

day morning. Sam_ burrowed his
head deeper into his overcoat and
thoughts.

Slowly the frenzied W’s and N’s
on their background of question
marks lessened their mad dance in
his harassed mind. “Strange,” he

to Sam

and his friends. They had

been pushed off the sidewalks, spit
upon and received kicks and blows.
Vulgar and abusive language hailed
them everywhere. Hearts that had
once sought only justice and love
soon became crusted with fear and
hatred under this treatment. And all
because Sam and his friends signed
an N on questionnaires!
In

1948

Uncle

aoe

eee

A “shut up” accompanied the
shove that propelled the protesting
Sam toward the group of white recruits.
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porn
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Saal

knew

the brutal

yeMe
1LATIN
,

iY

Sam

SAN

attached to his person or
Yes,

.)
x)

N.”

the

“All right you guys! Fall in! Snap
it up! Let’s go! Let’s go! You niggers
stay over there! Hey you! Are you
deaf?” The barking corporal grabbed
the thin-lipped, brown-skinned Sam
by the arm. “Get with your own
group! Keep away from those darkies or you'll get in trouble!”

PSN

an

tapped

induction center.

ARR ew

hatred, depending on whether there
was a W

Sam

nineteen-year old Johnson on the
shoulder and hustled him off to the

thought, “that a man’s world should

change into one of recognition and
love or into one of rejection and

sional talents made

By Adolf M. Windisch

3

W

See

the

SN

cleaved

ALTE

stroke

half. Instantly a sprawling N took its
place alongside the crossed-out letter. A longer pause, then the fingers

ny

a quick

force of this one-letter hinge! He
had been swung to both sides on
this pivotal point.

embedded itself even
when he applied for
the public high school.
don’t take your kind

here. Go to your own school!” Applying for a job, Sam had experienced the same treatment
— only
different words: “Who do you think
you are? We don’t have openings
for trash. Go back to shoe-shining!”
And so it was that theaters, restaur-

ants,

streetcars

and

almost

every

public utility, refused their benefits
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the target

of early mistreatment. He had closely allied himself to the other fellows
at his new southern post and on
trips to town Sam carefully avoided
contact with the Negroes who were
looked down upon by the town’s
folk. “I’ve got to protect myself!”
was Sam’s customary tonic when his
troubled conscience involuntarily
shivered at the misery of his race.

Traits of another people had spun

their flimsy web around Sam. He
was the only Negro in this complete-

ly white military camp and yet he
wasn’t a Negro to their accustomed
familiarity. Grim determination to

hang on to his present security and
freedom became master of his soul.
With the outbreak of the Korean
War,

a bombshell

shattered

Sam’s

sense of security. Rookies started
flooding the Army centers and Sam’s
Fort Utopia was to receive a portion of the increase within a month.
Rumors were that there were ten

colored soldiers among these newcomers and because of crowded
conditions there would be no segregation with regard to the camp’s
utilities. Trouble started brewing at
the news. Grumbling became common as most of the men were from
the “segregation-as-a-policy” South.
Yet there was a small group headed
by Chuck O’Reilly, who, despite the
abuse and sarcasm heaped upon

them, took up the defense of the
Negro newcomers. The leaders of
the two groups had approached

S/Sergeant Johnson

Even as a small boy, he had noticed the difference in these two

spheres. It
more cruelly
entrance into
“Sorry! ! We

him

of admiration. Sergeant stripes were
the reward of a feverish drive to “get
somewhere” — to blot out the sting

as he was

a

popular fellow.

“I prefer to stay neutral,” was
Sam’s smiling answer.
Illustration

by

Dan

Zamorski

The “shut up” that silenced Sam
then grew as time passed. From here
on he signed the magic W on his
records and his light-ebony skin
went unnoticed. His associations
were reversed. No longer was he the
victim of prejudice and discrimination for he had “crossed the color
line!”

Just the year before Sam
Chuck had bumped into each
in the PX after the Sunday
and over the months, the big
man had won his way into
friendship. Last week, when

and
other
Mass
IrishSam’s
they

were alone in their barracks, Chuck

had whirled on him. “What’s

eat-

ing you lately, Sam? You seem to
be

rather

touchy

on

this

Negro
Page 9

question!

You

shut

JOUST,

up like a clam

whenever anything pertaining to this
issue comes up! Let your old buddy
in the know. I'd like to help!”

A

GAME

By Jerry Moore

The wall surrounding Sam’s closely guarded secret fell. “And I’ve got
to

be

careful,

Chuck,”

concluded

Sam. “Others may find out! You
know what that could mean: courtmartial for lying about my color,
loss of these stripes and a forced
return to misery. You understand,
don’t you?” A sympathetic smile
and a pat on the back reassured
him.

Yesterday’s

protest

parade

and

near riot staged at the commander’s

house had sent Chuck running back
to Sam. “You’ve got to help out,”
he begged. “Many of the guys look
up to you, Sam. Tell them your

story!

When

they

realize they’ve

been living with a Negro for over
a year ,and liking it, they won’t have
a leg to stand on. After all, that’s
what we're fighting for in Korea.
Remember how hurt you were before you became a ‘white’? Now it’s
your turn to help these others!”

e A festive air pervaded the hallowed halls of Camelot that sunny
autumn

mor

many

years

ago.

Knights hustled about selling tickets
for the great joust to take place that
afternoon. In the royal stables,
noble chargers were curried and
groomed while pawing the strawstrewn floor.
In the armory King Arthur conferred

with

his

assistants,

Merlin,

the enchanter par excellence, and
Gawain, last of the famed knightserrant. Gone were the sterling defenders of right such as Lancelot

out

for

a

while,

done. This was a trip of necessity!
A back pew served as his platform
as he pleaded his case before the
High Court. All the losses and gains
were presented, not unmixed with
violent surges of emotion. The
crowd filtered in unnoticed by the
bended head. Organ swells announced the Holy Sacrifice. Soon a gradual peace descended on the confused soul. The way became clear!
(Continued on Page 22)
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entertained

the

But

to return to the armory. Ar-

thur was frankly worried about the
honor of Camelot.
“Who

knows,” he mused, “but if

we lose I might be deposed.”
“Nay, good king,” said Gawain,
“Our twelve stalwarts will uphold
our name against the bumpkins

from the Castle Carnavon.”
“Verily,” seconded Merlin. “For
if the tide of yon battle doth turn

from us I may conjure up a spell as

fighting in far off lands. Their successors were a strange breed. Not the
gallant men at court, nor paragons

replied, “Noble aides, I give thanks

Chuck,

man’s church” as he had formerly

they

of yore.”
Arthur smiled appreciatively and

for your kind wishes but ’tis said
the ruler of Carnavon hath devised
certain
innovations
to
jousting,
which incites fear in mine tired old
head.”
“Ah

pleaded a lifeless voice.
That night Sam grappled with
the problem as he tossed restlessly
on his bunk. What could he do? On
his choice the world around him
would swing as if on a hinge! Sheer
mental exhaustion finally sent him
into oblivion and still no answer to
the question marks.
Sam glanced at his watch. It was
still too early for the nine o’clock
Mass but automatic Sunday-steps
had led him in the direction of the
post chapel. Yet his pace quickened
for he wasn’t thinking now of the
triumph of entering “the white

where

and Galahad. They had either passed on to another world or were

“‘T . . . I’ve got to think this
thing

itself

residents with tales of valor—theirs.

well,”

sighed

Merlin,

“The

hour is late and mine vitals moan
for supplication, let us adjourn to
yon dining hall and seek food.”
Gawain nodded vigorous assent, for
like all knights he owned an appetite
of sturdy proportions.
Illustration

of

virtue.

by

Shirley

Recruited

McCurtin

from

caves,

fens and heaths by Camelot alumni,
they were trained in the hope they
would uphold the famous name
among the Castles of Britain and the

Continent.

They

were inferior in

many respects. Physically they differed greatly. Unlike their predecessors they possessed low sloping foreheads, eyes set close and a coarseness which clashed with everything
surrounding them. To their credit
they were of brawny stature and excelled at the grand art of battle at
the lists.

Shortly after they left the warriors
began straggling in to prepare for

the

contest—shining

lances

and

struggling into their armor. There
was John of Wessex, William of
Cardiff, Henry of York, mainstays of
Arthur’s band of twelve, chiding
good naturedly in their normal vulgar manner while doing their chores.
“T have been reading in the chronicles that yonder Carnavon hath a
secret mode of fighting,” William of
Cardiff shouted to the gathering. He
was the only man who could read
and never lost an opportunity to
make the fact known.
“Dost worry me naught,” replied

Dragons and fair maidens were
not their game, however. Instead
they confined their prowess either

a voice from the rear of the chamber. “We have secured a few vic-

to the lists where they engaged oth-

tories this year, so I say a fig for

er knights in battle, or in the castle

that!”

The Exponent

Outside the castle walls peasants

Vacation

and townsmen congregated, comparing the opposing knights and castles.
Wagers were made by the more

at

Much
men

La Trappe
By Jim Cosimati

Noon passed, the time for joust-

Camelot knights to take the field
later in the day.
Arthur

strode

to

the

armory,

thoughts of battle swirling through
his head. Behind him trailed Merlin
and the giant Gawain, wiping his
jowls with his forearm and thinking

of the repast he had lately consumed.

The pavilion began to fill with
spectators. Nobles and their ladies
and the peasantry jostled and joked
with one another.
Visitors from Carnavon occupied
places across the list, discussing the
merits of the respective participants,
while the more vociferous hurled
challenges at the other pavilion.
Pennants were hoisted and with
them went spirits, for small jugs of
home-made wine were to be seen
here and there. Occasionally, a spectator sitting in a tree would fall
from his perch in a stupor and another would take his place on the
empty branch.

@ The last final exam found the
students preparing themselves to
make the most of the few free days
before the dawn of a new semester.
For many it was the last vacation
here on the hilltop before graduation. As for others it might be the
last prior to a stretch with Uncle

Sam. Whether or not it was a trip

to Florida’s sunny clime, or a time
to get some extra cash or perhaps
just a few lazy days of no eight-

On the field the opponents met
to decide who would first try to
score and present the garter to the
Queen.
The

decision

made,

the

teams

aligned themselves, the Camelots before the Carnavon pavilion and the
Carnavons, vice versa.

Carnavon
charged

won

the

and

the line of Camelot with
(Continued on Page 21)
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These

happy

men

monks

are

who

robust,

smiling,

have sacrificed

themselves with the crucified Christ

as living victims for the sins of the

o'clock classes, with the anticipation

of the final grades — semester break
was used and abused to its utmost

“a fool for Christ’s sake.”

extent.

Well,

here’s

the boys spent theirs.

how

seven

of

Thanks to the founders of Our
Lady of Gethsemane in Trappist,
Kentucky, one hundred and three
years ago we were able to make a
four-day stay in the hills of Kentucky at La Trappe. Our purpose
was not only to make a three-day
retreat,

but

to see how

such

men

of the monastic life work and pray.
We also saw what kind of men give
up earthly good for a life of prayer
and penance.

is a hero like St. Paul, who became

During

Illustration

by

Betty

Osweiler

At Gethsemane we found two
types of monks, those who wear
brown habits and those who wear
white. The former type spends much
time in work whether it be running
“Bessy” the bulldozer, laying brick,
printing or baking. The latter in
white are known as the choir monks.
This group is made up of priests

the time between

short

lectures by the retreat master we
had the opportunity of seeing the
monks as they lived outside of the
chapel. It was self-evident that these
men had the latest in every phase of
farming. It was not uncommon to
see a cowled monk milking cows or
carrying food to the pigs, or welding
a broken piece of machinery, or conversing in the sign language.
Fr. Bernard conducted us, along
with the retreatants from Loyola,
Baltimore, through the cloistered
part of the monastery. We saw the
cells where each monk has a bed
with

a straw mattress.

On

our way

we passed through the “Chapter of
faults” in which room is held a
meeting presided over by the Abbot
or head of the monastery. Here in
this room the monks accuse themselves of public faults, and a penance is given as the monk is pros-

trate on the floor.

In our stay of four days not only
did we learn that the life of a
Trappist is austere and one of the
most severe of all the religious orders but we found too that penance
is not the whole duty of his life. Penance, as such, is only a means to an

hours (Matins, Lauds, etc.) and the

end: the union with God in prayer,
silence, and charity. So this life is
not the gruesome life some people
think it is.

Mass, along with their regular course
of study.

the monk is that of obedience, by

and novices; their chief work is the

Gregorian

garter

yer from New York; a one-time Passionist father from Brooklyn; a successful surgeon; two dentists and a
one time beer-truck driver from
Pennsylvania. We learned that the
new, modern guest house, now under construction, was designed by a
monk, who until eight months ago
was a well-known architect in New
York.

world. Yes, some people regard the
‘Trappist monk as a fanatic, but in
the eyes of God and His Church he

In the armory Arthur preached
tactics, strategy, horsemanship and
the like. Finishing he said, “And
when ye take to yonder field, think
ye of graduates of Camelot who are
absent today but who are carrying
our fair name to lands many leagues
away. We must not forget them, we
must not douse their hope for us!”
All present roared a cheer of approval and dashed for the horses.

of life within

these cloistered walls. A Jewish law-

prosperous element.

ing neared. The fair dames and
damsels of Camelot were like magpies chattering gaily, audibly expressing their innermost dreams of

to our surprise we found

of every walk

Chant

during

the nine

The most important vow taken by
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MONUMENT

which he submits his will to that of
his superior. The Abott, who has the
powers of a bishop within the monastic realm, takes the place of Christ
in dictating to the novice just how
his time is to be used. In return for
this sacrifice of freedom the monkis
free of the cares and responsibility
of worldly life and he can spend his

time with Christ.
If at any time we thought that
these

seemingly

happy

men

were

missing the pleasures of a material
world we just stopped to think that
they had placed their interests in
something that is lasting. And when
we weigh both sides of the story at

what conclusion do we arrive? These

men know
ably!

their values

unmistak-

The greatest and most impressive
experience that we had during our
four-day visit at Trappist, Kentucky
occurred during the compline service at 6:30 P. M. We were in the old
choir loft of the chapel. Below we
could see the monks chanting the
last prayer of the day. After the

chant was over a meditative silence
fell upon this dimly lit Chapel. A
moment later every light was extinguished so that all was total black-

ness. The hymn “Salve Regina” was
entoned and without the aid of an
organ

the

most

beautiful,

mellow,

tones in Gregorian Chant broke the
stillness. At the very moment that

@ Above the stacks on the west

Ten languages—Latin, French, Eng-

wall of the Marian Library there
hangs a painting of the Blessed Virgin from whose hands extend rays
of protection that come to rest upon
the third largest collection of Mariana in the world.

lish, German, Italian, Spanish, Chinese, Polish, Lithuanian, Portuguese
and even one edition in braille are
represented.

On the lawn fronting the library

an open book bears the words, “De
Maria Numquam
With

Father
began
music,
all the
Blessed

these

Satis.”

words

as his motto,

Lawrence Monheim, in 1943,
the assemblage of the art,
pamphlets, periodicals, and
books ever written on the
Virgin.

What a tremendous task it was
that he initiated. For it is estimated
that in the world today there are
over 250,000 books on Mary. Of
those more than one-quarter million volumes, the University of Dayton’s Marian Library has three thou-

sand.
Most significant in the acquisition
of this collection is the fact that all
the items have come as donations —
either the books themselves or the

money for their purchase. And they
have come from all over the world.

A 1603 edition of “The Rosary”
by

Fr.

Nicolas

Diaz,

Province of Portugal
acquired.

O.P.

was

of

the

recently

written in Latin by

edition is the photographically illustrated, “Origin of the Sodality.”
Written

in

Latin,

with

a forward

by Pope Leo XIII. It was printed in
Florence on the Third Centenary of

the founding of the Sodality.
The Library was fortunate in obtaining a copy of the rare, “Life of

receiving the blessing by the Abbot.
Thus ends the day in the life of a
Trappist monk. All day he sings the
praises of God with the last note of
praise to Mary His Mother.
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The cardinal has also autographed
a collection of encyclicals on the
Blessed Virgin, “Le Encicliche Mariane,” edited by Monsignor Amieto
Tondini which the Library will receive in the very near future.

A most beautiful work is Ady’s

monks filed out of the Chapel after

22)

gether with a three-volume set of
‘“Mariologia,” the latter autographed
by Peter Cardinal Fumasoni-Biondi,
Cardinal Protector of the Society of
Mary.

massive, “Christ and His Mother in
Italian Art” containing the paintings
of the Italian masters. A valuable

night, so did the light until we again
found ourselves in total darkness.
After a minute meditation all the

Page

graphed edition, “Vita Di Maria,”
by Father Roschini, O.S.M.,_ to-

Virgin Mary,”

light became until the whole chapel
was flooded. As the last notes of
“Hail Holy Queen” faded into the

on

of Bernadette.” Monsignor Fulton
Sheen sent a signed copy of “The
Seven Words of Our Lord and Our
Lady.” From Rome came the auto-

Francisco Costero, S.J., was published in Vienna in 1600.

Blessed Virgin and the Infant was
illuminated from outside of the
Chapel. Brighter, and brighter the

(Continued

autographed copy of his “The Song

The library’s oldest book, “About

peared from above the high altar.
A huge stained glass window of the

before.

Within the first year authors gladly gave autographed copies of their
books. Franz Werfel contributed an

the Life and Praises of the Blessed

we beheld a heavenly light that ap-

never known

MARY

By David Uhlenhake

the first notes sounded in our ears

It was sights such as these that
made us realize things that we had

TO

the Most Blessed Virgin, Mother of
Illustration

from

a

painting

Marian Library by Sister
of Lakewood,
Ohio.
She
Brother
Louis
Salatel,
science.

made

for

the

Rosalia, C.S.A.,
is a sister of
S.M.,
dean
of

God,” published in Bamburg, Germany, in 1789. It has a copy of the

“Aye

Maria”

which

contains

the |

Hail Mary printed in one hundred
and fifty different languages.
The Exponent

Complete, bound sets of the “Ave
Maria,” the “Rosary,” “Queen’s
Work,”

and “Novena

Notes”

form

a part of the collection.
Each of these books is a treasure

in itself. And the list does not end

here. A photographic copy of Grignon de Montfort’s original manuscript, “Treatise on True Devotion
to the Blessed Virgin,” Benjamin

Musser’s “Kyrie Eleison,” over fifty
volumes in French, thirty in English

on the apparitions at Lourdes, numerous works on Fatima; books on

the Rosary, Scapular, Sodality; compilations of the dogmas and encyclicals; poetry and musical scores; albums of pictures, paintings, and
photogravures swell the collection
into a repository of treasures.
When, after the fiirst few years,
the flow of in-coming books slackened,

Father

Edmund

Baumeister,

who had replaced Father Monheim
as director in 1944, occasioned by

the emergency of World War II,
began the Union Catalogue, a list
of Marian book titles.

titles, authors, and publication dates

of more than ten thousand books
on Mary. It also lists the library
where each book may be found.
These

number

libraries, public and

more

and are
world.
This

than

scattered
union

private,

one thousand

throughout

catalogue,

the

the
only

one of its kind in existence, is most

valuable
does

Mary,

in that when

not

have

by using

a

certain

the library
book

on

the catalogue

the

edition may be found in one of the
more than one thousand libraries
listed therein. Without a work of
this kind the search for a book could

go on and on.
Inquiries come in daily requesting
the location of a “difficult-to-obtain”
book. The inquirer may be directed
to such diverse points as the Convent of the Precious Blood in Pinetown, Natal, Africa, to All Hallows

College in Dublin, or to Christ the
King’s school library in Wauwatosa,

Wisconsin.

Whenever a book on Mary is re-

quested, the Marian Library either
March, 1951

Catalogue, to direct the

seeker to it.

By Matthias Newell

Besides the many books, and the
services provided by the Union Catalogue, the collection of Marianna
is enriched by paintings, sculpture,
and a number of relics.

Various Madonnas adorn the
walls. A gift from Mexico is the
photograph of the reproduction of
the “Miraculous Picture of Guadalupe” by G. Carrasco, S.J. The original, on the cloak of Juan Diego,
hangs in the Basilica of Our Lady of
Guadalupe atop Tepeyac Hill in
Mexico City.

@ Where is the boy who doesn’t

like to follow the speeding, scream-

ing fire-trucks? In the Republic of
Panama, he would not merely follow but be strongly tempted to be-

come a part of the firemen’s life.
A unique social institution is the
Fire Department of Panama. Not
only is this a fire-fighting unit of
ability but one of the few elements
that make living in Panama an experience without equal on_ this
planet.

A thirty-inch statue of “Our Lady
of the

Pillar,”

carved

out of silver

from the mines of Spain, a gift
from the city council of Saragossa,
is on its way to this country to take
its place alongside the other treasures of the Library.
A miniature, cast in bronze, replica of the huge marble statue pro-

claiming the dogma of the Immacu-

In the seven years since its inception, the catalogue contains the

Did You Say Fire?

has it, will get it, or is able, through

its Union

late Conception that stands in front
of St. Mary Major in Rome, was

donated by Sister M.
Philadelphia.

Rosalia

of

Silver lockets contain a piece of
the Veil of the Blessed Virgin and
part of a bone of St. Bernadette Soubirous—both relics authenticated by
the
necessary
documents
from
Rome.
Rose petals from Lipa City, medals and stamps from all over the
world, commemorating the dogmas,
feasts, and apparitions add to the
Library’s already vast treasures enabling it to encompass almost all
possible material on the Mother of
God.
Much has been done in this great
cause for Her. Much

era

still remains.

We are now fast-approaching that
which Grignon de Montfort

prophesied in the 17th century—the

Age of Mary. We must prepare now
for that era. Through this dynamic
monument to her we can best accomplish this. With our prayers, our
help, our donations, the Library will
flourish.
(Continued on Page 22)

Men

of leisure and

men

of toil,

professional men and working men
are eager to gain membership in the
Fire Department. Volunteer companies form a very large part of the
Department. The officers of these

volunteer

groups

are the men

of

leisure and the professional men —
a real asset in Panamanian high society. An American visitor to the
Republic of Panama shortly after its
independence quipped that these
fire captains would rather have a

house burn down than rush out to a
call without their brilliant uniforms.
Add this to the rivalry between these

early companies of volunteers. In a
strongly centralized nation as Panama, the Fire Department which is
sO conspicuous in public affairs, is
one of the few nationally known institutions under local control.
Ranking in the eyes of public attention almost equal to the fire
trucks,

two

are the bands

leading

cities

of

found

in the

the

nation.

Their weekly concerts in the public
parks and places of honor in public
parades and _ religious processions
serve as good advertisement for the
firemen or “bomberos,” as they are
called. The firetruck which doubles
as the Presidential hearse is a familiar sight whenever the country loses
its Chief Executive or one of the
Founding Fathers (Panama is only
forty-eight years old as a nation).
‘The annual grand review of the
entire fire department is a stirring

spectacle.

It falls on

one of the

several days comprising the Indepen(Continued on Page 24)
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A

UNDERSTOOD

DREAM

By Quentin Hakenewerth

e “You

That was the last straw for Billy.

ain’t afraid to do it, are

you, Billy?”

“IT

ain’t

either!”

he

snapped.

“Let’s go. You guys lead the way.”

“’Course I ain’t afraid. It’s just
that I don’t see any sense to it.”
Billy looked into the eyes of the five
members of his newly formed gang.
He didn’t think anything like this
would ever come up when he had
consented: to become their leader.
He ran over in his mind how three
weeks ago, when praised for his
physical strength, he agreed to beat
up on the leader of a gang in Ash
Street. He had done that job well.
Since then he had become the leader of the admirers of his strength.
He was only twelve years old, and
his conscience still bothered him
about his new position. He knew
what Mother would do if she would
ever find out. But he tried not to
think of that just now.

Now things were like they should
be in a gang. They started off with
enthusiasm at a high pitch, everyone
telling Billy what he had to do. He
would

have

to

be

careful,

but

he

couldn’t get scared. They would be
in the alley waiting for him. ———
“Gosh, this alley’s dark.”
“Sh-h-. Not so loud.
might hear us.

Somebody

“The window’s right here, Billy.”

“Tt would

Tllustration

“Yeh, so do I, Billy. You can get
into it from an old window in the
alley. Then all you have to do is
get close enough to the men who
are supposed to meet there and listen to what they say. Then come
back, and we'll tell the man and get

our ten dollars.
I didn’t

think

you

were afraid of anything.”
Billy just stood there taking it all
in. He didn’t say anything, but he

didn’t want the gang to think that
he was a big sissy, either.
“IT ain’t

afraid

to do

Virginia

MacMillan

Billy wasn’t saying much. Right
now he was thinking that if he were
not so strong, he wouldn’t be in all

boss, but

a

“Somebody’s been snoopin’, boss.”
“Yeh.” The dark man addressed
as ‘boss’ pulled out a sharp dagger.
Billy became frantic.

this mess. But he tried to push the
thought off. He had to show these
fellows that he wasn’t afraid of anything. They pushed him up to the
window. The glass was out, so he
slipped through easily. It was pitch
dark inside. He waited a few minutes to let his eyes get used to it. His
nerves were jittery. Every little sound
stopped his heart from beating mo-

“Don’t! Don’t! [ll never do it
again! Get me out of here! I'll quit
the gang! Honest!’?” ———
“Billy, what’s the matter?” asked
Mother in her gentle tone. “You've
been dreaming. Come on, it’s time
to get up.”

mentarily, then sent it on pounding

Mother was amused. Billy gave her
a tight squeeze.

harder than
it,” said

little dirty-faced fellow, looking at
the rest of the gang.
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by

near the river.”

Bill,

murder,

Billy was afraid to move. But suddenly something ran up his neck.
He jumped and furiously swung at
the beast. Before he knew what was
happening, heavy boxes were crashing down into the passage-way. He
shrieked with pain as several of
them crushed the lower half of his
body. A lantern appeared showing
the mis-shapen features of four ugly
faces. Billy felt helpless. He could
not move a limb.

“There really ain’t nothing hard
about it, Billy, unless you get
caught.”
“T know right where the old ware-

“Gosh,

mean

I’m game.”

“The man said he would give us
ten dollars if we would do it.”
“And we promised that we would,
‘cause we knew you wouldn’t be
afraid.”

house is down

with his hands. Suddenly the wall
made a right angle turn, and he
found himself in a narrow passageway with wooden boxes stacked high
on either side. He creeped along
noiselessly. Then he stopped. Ahead
of him he saw a ray of light coming
into the passage. He listened. He
could hear faint voices. Instinctively he crouched down and began to
crawl along the floor. Every few
inches he would stop. His heart
pounded so loudly that he was afraid
they would hear it. Drops of cold
perspiration ran into his eyes. He
was close enough to catch a few
phrases now. The blood almost
stopped in his veins when he heard,

feel his way

before.

around.

He

started to

There

were

cases and boxes stacked high all
around. He followed a wall of boxes

Billy sat up in bed. He looked at

the

twisted

“Mommy,

sheets

I’m

and_

glad

that

blankets.

I have

been crippled since I was two.”
The Exponent

On the First Day of Spring

EL

A

In this blue,
this total image

here where summer hangs from a string —
once again I find myself alone,
accepting the present and
pointing a finger to the inevitable sky.

So Comes Spring
When the Sun like a big golden cat is at play
With the toys of Winter so battered and gray,
And the powder-puff clouds restore as they fly
The season’s bright blue to the cheeks of the sky;
When the West wind blows laughingly down from its Crest,
Hinting of things to be seen in yonder Big West:
Of sun-kissed islands, the storm and the lull,
The sea-wise chant of the teal and the gull;
Of sand and surf and granite and gold —
The thrilling old things that geographies hold;
When the Earth rolls out far her royal carpet of green
And

polychromed

songsters

flock

to the

scene;

A streamlet’s soft chuckle and a thunderclap bring
The magic, mysterious entry of Spring.
—James

Cooney.

The girls play tennis
into their private day.
They ery: “See where a cloud sways in the sun!”
I see

beauty

in

their

—Mary

The

Ellen Neff.

°
Poet’s Wellspring

to

meadow

breathe

a tired

in

clean

—Ray

Dorfer.

child

who

sits

in

a

corner,

end.
—Bob
6

e

To

Toomey.

&

Live

How many times have I felt this way
Full of love and bubbling over.
How often have I wandered away
Off to far-flung fields, the fields of clover.
Too high on a cloud to want to stay
the

patterns

are

set;

for

I’m

—Mary
&

At An

a rover.

8

Lou

Wick.

@

Unmarked

Grave

I came upon a simple bloom softly blown,
As though a monument were grown

By

God

to grace

mound.

Is the memoir bloom yet sound?
Or has it faded there among the brown
To

Of earth where death is shown?
Perhaps some angel earthward’s
help one breath of life abound

At an unmarked

There are countless tears
I want to leave behind,
But instead of tears

I have left behind everything else,
Until now I have only tears.

a lowly

How proud it stood! Nor bitter cold
Could halt the force the leaves enfold.
It grew where seeds of love were sown,
At an unmarked grave.

&

Subtraction

—Peggy

wind

At an unmarked grave in frozen ground
With withered, dying grass around,

I am Springtime, joyful, bright and chary
I am the font of Hippocrene.
I cause a tone of rhapsody
In swelling hearts serene.
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the

only,

its ultimate

green, I see

blossoms
of the lark.

&

night.

I want to join in the breeze’s play,
I want to live, let me live this way.

No longer am I moth-balled ’neath
The slumbrous robe of snow,
And now I manifest myself,
In sun-tinged petals that blow.

@

on a permanent

and to anticipate the sounds,
follow the smoke into the sky,
and to walk on and on
is to see the afternoon startle the whole world;

I magnetize, with throbbing poetry, the heart
Bereft, as such should duly be,
Of lotus-eater lethargy.
The freshness of the
And hear the warble

faces

But I doubt my reflection,
depart from, resist the sluggish houses.
On a high hill is existence amplified:

Where

©

And far away in woodland

the

houses,

enrapture,

Too fleeting the joy we capture.
Yet these lessen for us the daily strife,
And challenge we will, the mystery of life.
Happiness? Are we to find our ultimate goal?
Yes, through the immortality of the soul.

e

in

closing the windows,
drawing the curtains

its

The endless quest for happiness. Where is it found?
The unquenchable thirst for knowledge is without bounds.
Though in an imperfect universe we exist
Shall this longing for perfection always exist?
of

reflection

it goes down and grows old and clings to a silence —

Happiness

moments

my

of old ladies who walk up and down

like

Rare

of afternoon,

where every sound makes
your pulses vibrate like tympani,

grave.
—Helen

CLM

flown

Dudley.

ROLL LL

Kunka.
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Comment

Editorial
THE

MASS:

AN

ETERNAL

MEMORIAL

@ Throughout the days of Lent we live again in
a sacrificial spirit the sufferings and death of the Son
of God. During this saddest season of the Church,
culminating in Holy Week, we watch sorrowingly the
last bloody days of the Greatest Life ever lived. Our

hearts are remorseful as we observe the tender scenes

of the Last Supper; the melancholy picture of Christ
praying alone at Gethsemane; the betrayal by the

faithless Judas, the rapacity of the blood-thirsty crowd

at the trial. With Mary, we mourn along the crimson
road to Golgotha, where her Son is given gall to drink
by those for whom He dies.

Meditating on Christ’s death, we see that it is a
real and true sacrifice. Giving Himself to the Cross,
Christ was both Priest and Victim, divinely sent into
the world and appointed to be the one offering and the
one offered. He offered and surrendered His life to God

to show that God

has supreme

dominion

over His

Supper, it was Christ Who

offered Himself and, in

the Mass, it is Christ Who offers Himself through the

ministry of a man
purpose.

chosen

and

appointed

for that

Christ present on the altar offers Himself in the

Mass as He offered Himself at the Last Supper and on
the
for
and
the

Cross — the victim is offered to God. He is offered
the same purpose He had in mind at the Last Supper
on the Cross: “for the life of the world” and “for
remission of sin.”

Thus the Mass is the eternal memorial of the
suffering and death of Christ on the Cross.
—J.C.

A FAMILIAR CROSS —
A NECESSARY PAIN?
@ The idea that most people have of pain is that
it is something to be avoided or something to be gotten

own perfect life as well as that of all other creatures.

tid of as completely as possible. This is true for most

As the Perfect Priest He offered that life. Being true

terminated except by death. There have been kings,

God and true man, He shared the things of God and
the things of men, and was perfectly fitted to be the
mediator between God and men. Representing us during His Passion and Death, Christ gave dignity to His
actions as a man so that they could satisfy the requirements of infinite justice and move the infinite mercy of
God so that we once more would find it possible to
become God’s adopted children.
At the Last Supper, Christ also acted as a priest

and offered sacrifice. He fulfilled the promise He made
when He said: “The bread that I give you is my flesh

for the life of the world”

(John VI:

52). At that

Supper, the victim was present — Christ Himself under
the appearance of bread and wine. By separately changing the bread and wine into His body and blood, He at
that moment made the surrender of His life which He
was soon to make on the Cross. As God alone can forgive sin, the offering was made to God as the Giver
of Life, Who had been offended by sin.

When

there is Mass in the Catholic Church today,

this same sacrifice is continued. When the same words
used at the Last Supper are repeated, we know that
Christ is on the altar — the victim is present. The sep-

arate changing of bread and wine into His body and
blood represents the surrender of His life. The victim
is offered in an external way by a priest. At the Last
Page 16

pains, but the Pain of which

I speak cannot be ex-

queens, emperors, and dictators who have tried to crush

this Pain. They have failed. If they would have understood the true nature of this Pain, they would have
fostered it instead of trying to crush it.

What is this Pain? It is
we experience when we see
the world about us. We see
their responsibility seriously.

the anxiety of heart that
so much left undone in
others who do not take
We feel unqualified to

fulfill the task assigned to us by Jesus and His Blessed

Mother; how incapable we are even to lean completely
upon God so that He can do His work through us. All
this combines to give us Pain.

Of all persons who experience this Pain, teachers
are among those who feel it very deeply. They have the

duty to form Jesus Christ in the hundreds of souls
entrusted to their care. It is a very noble duty in this

world, but one that carries with it heavy responsibilities.
The teacher’s Pain increases as he worries lest he should
not secure sufficient knowledge of subject matter and

methods, which are the instruments of grace in preserving pupils from the contagion of evil or curing them
of it.
But

with

all

these

deficiencies

the

true

teacher

relies on the goodness and power of Almighty God.
He gives all his energy to learn more, to advance in
grace, and to penetrate himself with the tenderness of
The Exponent

Mary. Thus armed he goes forward to put into practice
the words of the Divine Teacher: “Go ye, therefore,

teach ye all nations... .”
How can we cure this Pain? We do not wish to
cure it; we only want to fructify it by relying upon

Trinity. Not long after this, Patrick performed the first
public baptism, by royal edict, ever administered in the
Island. Ancient Irish Kalendars designate that date —

April 5th, 433 — as the beginning of the baptism of
Ireland.

Mary, the Mediatrix of all Graces, in order to become
saints for the salvation of the world. This

Pain

has

done much good in the world. It provides that drive
whereby we keep teaching day after day trying to instill
in the hearts of the young the true meaning of life. It
enables us to impart a Christian lesson with every
gesture, every word, and every look.
‘Teachers value this Pain highly because they understand that love and pain go hand in hand. They realize
that their life is necessarily a penitential life since it
is a reproduction of the life of Jesus and Mary. No better
lot can befall the disciple and the child than that of
resembling his Master and his Mother.
—Luioyp

Miso.

In converting the Island’s population, Patrick start-

ed with the chieftains, knowing that if they were converted, their subjects might follow in their footsteps.
At the time of his death on March 17, 493, the work of
conversion was well-nigh completed and the light that
Patrick had lit on that Easter eve in 433 has burned
ceaselessly through the bitter storms of fifteen centuries.
Just as St. Patrick developed the potentalities of
the Irish people for being protectors and missionaries
of

the

Catholic

faith,

so

Thomas

Moore

shook

the

blight of neglect from the shattered harp of Ireland
and brought it once again to the service of his country.

His whimsical Irish melodies have charmed the hearts
of the world for over a hundred years with their graceful
fancy and tenderness of sentiment and fiery patriotism.

Everyone of Moore’s texts stands by itself as a
perfect poem, for in him were united a love of music
and genius for poetry to a degree rarely experienced on

this earth. In his famous song “The Harp That Once

ST.

PATRICK

AND

THOMAS

MOORE

@ Ireland’s contribution to civilized mankind has
been uniquely different from that of any other nation.
Hers has been a deeply spiritual enrichment for the

world. While other nations swayed to the siren voice
of temporal things and brandished the sword, Ireland
was carrying into all nations the Cross of Jesus Christ
and the torch of the Gospel of Love. Rather than relinquish that faith which was so firmly rooted in her
bosom by St. Patrick in the fifth century, Ireland has
withstood one persecution after another. But throughout the long years of oppression she has given to the
world a supreme example of moral courage.
Nothing of romance or adventure is lacking in the

history of the planting of the faith in Ireland by St.
Patrick. When only sixteen, Patrick was taken captive
from his home in Kilpatrick, Scotland, to Ireland. Here
he tended sheep for a druid chieftain until God told
him in a dream to go back to his own country. Later,
he was commissioned by Pope Celestine I to carry the
faith to Ireland. On Easter Eve, in the year 433, Patrick
stepped before the royal assembly of druid-priests at

‘Tara and lit a fire when no fires were supposed to be

‘Through Tara’s Halls” Moore describes a period of
musical silence in Ireland, which obtained after the
death of the blind Carolan in 1783, known as the “last
of the bards.” (Tara was the most ancient capital of
Ireland.)

The harp that once through Tara’s halls,
The soul of music shed,
Now hangs as mute on Tara’s walls
As if that soul were fled.
So sleeps the pride of former days,
So glory’s thrill is o’er
And hearts that once beat high for praise
Now feel that pulse no more.
No more to chiefs and ladies bright,
The harp of Tara swells,
The chord alone that breaks at night
Its tale of ruin tells.
Thus freedom now so seldom wakes,

The only throb she gives
Is when

some heart indignant breaks,

To show that still she lives.
Moore

was

no

agitator,

rebel,

nor

reformer
— al-

seen until the royal lamp was lit. Patrick’s fire told all
Ireland that the new light of Christ’s Gospel had come.
Later, while preaching before King Leoghaire and the
druids, St. Patrick plucked a shamrock from the turf

though a bosom friend of fiery Robert Emmett, who
died on the gallows for Ireland in 1803. No, Moore was
wholly and simply a poet who added immeasurably to
Ireland’s heritage as “the Island of Song.” She alone
of all the nations of the earth —up until a few years

and by its single stem and triple leaf sought to illustrate

ago — had a musical instrument for a national emblem:

in a general

the golden harp of Erin against a field of green!

March, 1951

way

the great

mystery

of the

Blessed

—J. C.
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Of Feminine Tuterest.. .
GALS

TAKE

IN A

OVER

@ Who said it’s a man’s world?

It may be, most

of the time, but April 6 will see the tables turned, for
that marks the date of the annual Turnabout Tag. Yes,
for once, the girls take over; tradition and propriety are
reversed. This time, Miss U.D. invites her favorite fella,
buys the ticket, calls for him at his home, provides for

the transportation, and even presents him with a cor-

sage which she has made with her own loving hands.
In short, she enacts the role of perfect hostess for the
evening, and climaxes the event by treating him to an
after-the-dance snack. Sounds good, doesn’t it, boys?

Well, be on your best behavior, and your dreamgirl
might come through with an invitation.

To be held at Lakeside on Friday evening, April 6,
from 9:30 to 12:30, the dance will feature the music of

that up and coming young Bob Bissett and his orchestra

from Piqua. From all reports, his tunes are really
terrific, too. The highlight of the evening will be the

crowning of U.D.’s King, the coeds’ choice of most
popular man on campus. The week beginning Wednes-

day, March 29, and lasting through Wednesday, Apmil 4,

will be campaign week. Voting will take place in the
lounge on Thursday and Friday, April 5 and 6.

The men at the dance will really be “on parade,”

for they will sport corsages designed and made especially for them. As to the type of corsage, the sky’s the
limit, but it should be suited to the fellow’s personality. So, don’t be surprised, men, if your dates ask you
what color your suit will be. There will be quite a

colorful and humorous array, to be sure, and a prize will

be given to the one with the most original corsage.

The gals are really putting their heads together
for this dance, fellas; they aim to make it the best of

the year. General chairmen are: Jackie Pohl, Marilyn
Catron, Katie Maraglou, and Mary Ellen Nagle. Shirley

McGarvey’s job is to see that the campaign runs smoothly. In charge of publicity is Pauline Kelley and Mary
Marcum is supervising decorations and posters.

RUT

@ Most

of us, at least

the

more

fortunate

ones,

have occasion to drive to school or hitch a ride in the
morming before an eight o’clock class. Ploughing
through traffic at 7:30 am. day in and day out is
definitely monotonous, and when we get to the school
(pardon the expression) parking lot then the fun
begins!
Have you ever sat in a car while a few of your

friends playfully rocked it violently back and forth?
Well, then you can get some idea of how it feels, when
you first enter the lot. The to-and-fro action is very
helpful in determining whether the springs, axle, and
for that matter, the whole car is in good working
order. Having

hurdled

the first obstacle,

there are a

few more that have to be coped with courage. After the
swaying reaction comes the dodging of the chuck holes.
Now they’re a lot of fun to try to avoid. You can even
make a little game in the mornings of seeing how many
of the holes you can successfully miss each day. Two
obstacles down and two to go.

The next feat is to find a place to park. Turn left
from the first lane to go down the second, spot a place

to park, but lo and behold, here comes another car
from the opposite direction (going the wrong way) —
you meet bumper to bumper. Counting to ten, the big
question seems to be, will it be you or he? The next
thing you know you're backing up to let the “gentle-

man” in the parking space. In the process of backing
up you practically hit the car behind, which is just
turning into the second lane. He blows the horn, and

you feel like blowing your top. However, the friend who
snatched your space is out of the way, and you proceed

to a place further down the lane.
Finally parked and noticing that it’s getting late,
you grab your books and start to hustle. Since there was
some rain during the night, progress is somewhat re-

tarded by the muck or the mud — the last obstacle. At

dance a top-notch affair. It is one dance the girls can

this point it may be interesting to note that the muddy
situation has inspired some students to affectionately
name the lot “Little Korea.” All who like dirty saddles,
here’s your chance to prove it. Watch your step or

fellows who will be kept guessing. But, don’t wait until

you'll fall into that crater by the Student Union. Mission finally accomplished, your Prof wonders why you're

You

see, the girls are going all out to make

the

be absolutely sure they are going to attend; it’s the
the last minute; give the boys that proper two weeks’

notice. Tickets will go on sale soon in the women’s

lounge at $2.50 per couple.

Here’s your chance, coeds,

to Remember!”

—Do ores CARCELLI.

lasso your heart throb now, and make April 6 “A Night
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a little late for class.
Those
know

who

drive to school and park in the lot

that the story doesn’t end here. After class, you

walk through the mud and try to remember where you
The Exponent

parked. It’s a little hard to find the car, since the color
has changed to a “splattered brown.” Ah, there it is!

U. D.

left the back of his car extending in the middle of the

a sawtooth skyline — rolling tide of traffic — harbor

You

lane. Inching through the lane, you are finally homeward bound. The next day you return and repeat the
same process. You just can’t win!
ANN

NEW

YORK

© Fascinating city of eight million people featuring

hop in, back out, only to find that some joker

—Mary

DISCOVERS

lights shining on the giant ships — inspiring atmosphere
at St. Patrick’s — glaring neon

tubing on the Great

White Way — sagging tenements of the Lower East
Side — hustling in the subways — tempting items in

ISENECKER.

Fifth Avenue shop windows — this is the Manhattan

GREAT

DANE’S

serenade.

DILEMMA

—M.

© Numerous intellectuals are cruising the campus,
spouting lines from Shakespeare’s immortal “Hamlet.”

So that the other half of U.D. students might keep
abreast with these members of the intelligentsia, a
brief sketch, relating the gruesome details of this famous

tragedy, is the
troubles than
cafe at noon.
bit abnormal

PETTICOAT

order of the day. Poor Hamlet had more
a student locating a table in the big
It’s a small wonder that he acted a wee
at times.

This statement was at first received with amazement and anger; it almost seems to be the general
opinion. Look around and you'll notice that when Sally
asked to eat with a group of girls in the car, she was

The plot begins to thicken, when Hamlet’s father

informed,

good old days. When Hamlet learns of Claudius’
diabolical scheme from the ghost of his father, he be-

stares.

the throne for himself. This was speed even in those

break in. Start now to put out the welcome mat! En- -

had enacted Sam Spade on the payroll of Claudius.

his girl friend, Ophelia. She had become slightly teched
and

dunked

herself in the creek without

bothering to come up for air.

.

large your circle to include any who may wish to join.
You will be surprised at the zest new personalities will
add to the group.

Unfriendly actions are usually spiced with a
measure of catty remarks. You could be the target of
the uncharitable comments, so reverse these tactics and

Then, in quick succession, Laertes, Ophelia’s brother, strikes Hamlet with a poisoned sword, Hamlet

speak kindly of others.

mickey intended for our hero, and to make it a foursome Hamlet with his last bit of strength runs the king
through with his sword.

friendliness,

returns the favor, Gert helps herself to a poisoned

Now comes the grand finale — a corpse draped over
every chair — a natural for the friendly undertaker. All

the members of the cast are dead except Hamlet’s friend
Horatio; someone had to be alive to speak the last lines.
If this sketchy synopsis of the Great Dane’s life
leaves you with the impression that I’m a low-brow, to
each his own. For, as I gaze upon my favorite Biology
drawing, all I can say is, “Good night sweet prints,

Lumbricus

terrestris crawl away to rest.”

—M.
March, 1951

E.N.

Mary

It’s only natural that we should have our own
group of friends. However, we’re being accused of haying “cliques” which are so tight that other girls can’t

Later while talking to Queen Gert, Hamlet hears
a noise behind some curtains and playfully shoves his
sword through them, only to kill poor Polonius, who

in the head

“All the chairs are taken.” And when

entered the lounge, instead of being greeted with a
smile and a cheery “Hi,” she was the object of cool

comes slightly angered.

After a little galavanting around the country Ham-

LANE

e “U.D. girls aren’t a bit friendly!”

was murdered by his brother, Claudius, who soon after
married the widowed Queen Gertrude and grabbed

let arrives in the nick of time to witness the burial of

E.N.

If the girls of U.D. would
the

men

would

be

start a campaign
so amazed

that

of
the

spring dances would be definitely crowded, and they

would be less apt to look off campus for dates. Don’t
wait till you know their full Christian names before
saying hi.

Trite as it may seem, it’s certainly true that you
will be happier if you think, act, and speak kindly
towards others.
—Bea A. FrRienp.

CLM

LLL
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THOSE GOOD
(Continued from

OLD

Slowly he sat erect, rubbed his
cramped right leg, gazed out into the
expanse of rice paddies and watched
the tiny dark figures hurry to and
fro. Marie and things of the past
disappeared from his thoughts, but
he still waxed philosophical. He
knew how it would be in a few
hours, just at dusk they would attack,
wave after wave of them. He and his
comrades would kill them in the

DAYS

Page 5)

his happiness had overflowed itself

and the oyster seemed likely to give
up the coveted pearl. The wedding
was not to be until June and it
seemed at one and the same time to
be ten years and ten minutes away.
Then it was December and he and
Marie had returned from a walk
and were playfully arguing when
they entered the house whether to
go to a movie or spend the evening

same fashion. It was not an especial-

ly exciting or even a fearful thought.
It was dull, why didn’t they try new
tactics, anything to break the sameness, but he had learned that the
Oriental mind had a set to it and is

at home. The excited tone of the
announcer’s voice over
not register at first,
dawned on them what
er was saying and that

the radio did
but when it
the announctheir country

not easily swayed, even, at times, by
cold calculating logic. When enough
were killed they would pull back
and count their losses and bury their
dead. Or did they count their losses
and bury their dead? He could judge
only in the light of his own experience. He was not quite so depressed now for a session with events
past always had a releasing effect
upon him, but only a temporary one.
He hoped it would last longer this

would be at war in a few hours, the

future turned foreboding and black.
The sudden interruption had not
embittered them, it had been ter-

ribly upsetting but weren’t all wars?

They had both agreed to wait until
it was over before completing their
plans and getting married.
years

Three

later

he

was

home,

discharged on points. He and Marie
were married and a year later their
son was born. Soon after he had
gone back into the army, he had
attained a sense of accomplishment
in the army that he had been unable to recapture in civilian life;
perhaps he hadn’t given it a fair
trial but he understood the army.
Marie had not liked this but she had
said nothing to dissuade him, and
accompanied him to Texas where he
was stationed. He spent about a year

time, but bitterness was not in his

was finally slated for overseas duty
a

sion cost exactly nothing, except
maybe your life. He picked up his

time, he had not looked forward to.

the bandoleer down beside it within

at each of six different camps and
again,

this

time

the Orient,

and

new experience which, even at that

nature nor was self-pity an integral
part of him. A mild feeling of disgust with himself began to rise but
he fought it down and concentrated
instead on the tiny figures which
were beginning to cease their feverish activity. To the right about two
thousand yards out he saw a band

of them approaching in squad formation,

and

he saw them

dive for

the earth as his own artillery cut
loose with the heavy stuff. Another

show was beginning and the admis-

son this time as trouble was brewing
in Asia and dependents had been
excluded for a time. He hadn't
minded too badly as it was to be
only a year’s tour of duty and he
would be back at some camp in the
United States. But things have a

way of not working out according to
plan and after a short stay in Japan

ing them

—well,

here he was,

and

there they

were, tiny dark spots on a hiltop
horizon waiting to kill him and he
to kill them.
Page 20

yeards now, the heavy stuff was slowFive

but

hundred

not stopping

them.

yards — brrrrrrrrttt—

LOVE

CALL
8)

Rising from his comfortable position on the couch, Frank crossed
the room to a large table. On it lay
the record, a shining black disc
which would go three thousand
miles across America as his personal

Pied Piper. He smiled to himself as
he pictured Nola playing the record,

pleasantly surprised by his orginality
and thoughtfulness. Her love of music might bring her to appreciate
him more, and the beseeching letter
that he had written to accompany
the record would convince her beyond doubt that her place was here
with him.
He carefully wrapped the fragile
record in cloth and placed it in the
special container which he had
bought for the purpose. Sealing it,
he thought of all that centered
about that package — his future,
Nola’s future, the rest of their lives

together. Joyfully, he moistened the

stamps

and stuck them

in place.

After carefully writing Nola’s name
and address in a scrawling script
across the surface, he went to the
door and prepared to descend to the
street. But he was interrupted by a
knock on the panel.
He opened the door to admit a
bellboy.
“Package for you, sir.”
“For

me?

Hmmm,

thank

you,

son.”
Frank tipped the boy and returned to the center

of the room.

Ex-

amining the address, he saw that it
had been mailed
— Nola’s town!

rifle, checked it once more and laid

easy reach, set his sights and waited.
He was once again reminded of how
he had shot ducks in a shooting gallery back home during the good
days, only here the ducks shot back.
The alert whistle blew and he peered
forward straining his eyes, he estimated the distance at one thousand

He traveled without Marie and their

INDIAN

(Continued from Page

in Pondre,

Idaho

Hastily tearing off the wrapping,

he slit the top of the pasteboard
box with the letter opener. Pulling
out the contents, he saw that it was

a record! The three-word-title was
written upon a piece of white adhesive placed in the middle of the
record. It read, “My Request, Maestro.”

Frank went to the record player,
put the disc on the turntable, and
started the machine. What he heard

his partner spoke, the show had

took him back to the glorious days

started. This performance would be
for Marie and the good days.

of

vacation

at

Pondre,

when

Nola

and he had marvelled at the music

The Exponent

of nature in the trees and fields and
streams, From

the record issued the

sigh of the wind as it laughingly
tousled the tops of the long-needled
pines. And the warble of the mountain bluebird was there, as clearly as
if it were in that room with him.
Frank pictured the bird’s brilliant
plumage as it flashed against the
green of the forest. Now he heard

the whisper of the Selway River as

it ran its sparkling caurse between
rock-ribbed banks and over white
sandbars.
As the record played its musical
memories of those days of joy, Frank
lived again the thrill of finding a

new-born fawn, its silken coat spotted with nature’s careful camouflage.
He could see the blue evening

smoke as it rested layer on layer in
the quiet valleys. A coyote’s cry in
the background brought the picture
of an Idaho night with its millionacre-sky full of winking stars. And
he thought of that same sky as it
looked in its virgin-blue cloak of
day, embroidered with fleecy clouds.
After playing
times,

he

the record

realized

that

several
this

was

Nola’s way of telling him that she
could never leave the West. But it
was also a way of saying that she
loved him and wanted him. It was
as if Nature had put at her disposal
all of its combined talents to aid this
lovely girl in love.
Frank went to the telephone and
asked for a number. He realized now
where he belonged. Humming to
himself while waiting for the call to
be placed, he considered that while
he

had

been

out

West,

not

once

had he actually yearned for the
crowded, tumultuous city life which
he had once convinced himself that
he loved.

“Hello,” he spoke into the phone.
“LaGuardia Field ticket office? I’d
like a reservation on a plane to Chicago with connections for Idaho for
tomorrow evening. What’s that?
Round trip? No, Miss, one way,
please!”

Ss
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JOUST,

A GAME

LION

SHALL

EAT STRAW

(Continued from Page 11)

(Continued

fury, hoping to break through to
the pavilion of their King and
Queen. The battle raged hot with
the metallic din overpowering all
other noise.

tional reputation for evil. It was the
refuge for thieves, cutthroats, murderers, prostitutes and the riffraff of
a large city. It was a dangerous section of a city to go to alone. But it
was daytime and I was twenty and
foolhardy.

At one point William of Cardiff
captured the garter and attempted
a gallop to the Camelot pavilion.
Sensing this, an opposing knight
soundly whacked William’s steed on
the flanks. William was left on the
ground minus horse and garter.

from

Page
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Camelot. Three men were disabled,

The stench caught my nostrils as
I crossed the tracks. Disreputable
women sneered at me as I passed.
Dirty undressed children played in
the mud and the garbage of the
street. Juke boxes were loud and
fierce. I went into each joint with
its smoke and drunken men and
hideous fat girls — they were all the
same. As I entered each joint the

the remainder, totally exhausted.
Arthur tried to instill some semblance of a will-to-win and Merlin
thumbed through his book of spells

eyes would be riveted on me.
I would ask, “Is Tim Maloney
here?” “Nope,” was always the an-

Concluding the first heat,
knights retired to rest.
The

the

first heat was disastrous

to

hoping to find one applicable to the
circumstances.
ed much.

Neither

accomplish-

Intermission over, the teams rode

on the field. Camelot was a sorry
sight with patched armor, hastily
repaired lances and battered brows.
However, they conceded themselves
a chance. That is, until they saw
what opposed them — a separate defensive group, unmarked by battle.
Hopes flickered and disappeared like
dying candles. Camelot was to take
the offense against a brand new
team.

Arthur collapsed, Merlin and Gawain groaned in unison. This was
nothing contrasted to the consternation of their charges. It is of no
use to recount the defeat that followed; Camelot was whipped into
submission thoroughly and without

mercy.

News traveled fast to the far
provinces and with it the defeat of
Arthur’s

men,

the people

for ’tis written

of Camelot

that

“booted”

Arthur (as he predicted), tossed
Merlin and Gawain into the moat
and chased the knights into the
forest.

Needless to say, Carnavon set the
conference on fire that year.

conversation

would

cease and

all

Swer.

Finally I glanced through the window of a joint and saw Tim slouched
in a chair with a table holding him
up. Sitting at the table with him was
an ugly fat woman playing solitaire.
It cost me five bucks for a bucket
of water to throw on Tim, but it did

not do any good. I shook him, slapped him, talked to him, but no go.
Then the bar tender offered some
ammonia. ‘This worked. Tim looked
about,

saw

me

and

cursed

me

to

high heaven. I outshouted him and
told him to shut up. Not knowing
anything else to say I shouted, “Tomorrow is Sunday.”
I was answered with more cursing.

I slipped the bar tender ten bucks
more and asked him to put Tim to
bed.

IV
The next morning, a light knock
sounded on my door. I opened it
and found Tim. He was shaved and
neatly dressed but his eyes were
bloodshot and his actions sheepish.

“About ready for church?” he asked mildly.
“Just a minute.” I replied.
We didn’t talk on the way to
church. After mass Father John met

us in the vestibule with a hearty
laugh and a slap on our backs.
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“How are my two faithfuls getis watching

I see Tim

ting along?

out for you,” he said to me. With

we broke away

words

a few more

and started back home.
We sat silently together in room
number 5. Looking out over the

dingy streets, we could see in the
distance the wild surf continuously

breaking with all its fury, and always slinking back to sea in defeat
from the jungle covered shore.

pus

AT

(Continued from

Page

Mary?
The devotees of the Blessed Virgin look forward to the day when
Father Monheim’s hope becomes a
reality. To that day when the bells

from the Capel of Our Lady of the
Marian Library waft their chimes
across the campus of a great uni-

versity announcing the glad tidings
that “this long, hard winter is over
and

gone,

and

flowers,

OUR AESTHETIC
ENJOYMENT

hein or Father Leimkuhler for further information. Or just ask those

(Continued from

trip:

Dick

Laylor,

Bob Linden, Frank Siggins, Francis
Flanagan, Jim
Grath,
Stan

Cosimati, Dick
Solamillo,
or

McBill

Tannuzzi.

°
THE

again,

&

é

HINGE

(Continued from Page

want

much

more

than

just the life of eating and sleeping
and playing; we want to live in our
intellect and in our imagination.
The great artists are themselves men
of keen sensibility and powerful

imagination and the works of their
imagination have the power to stir
us to the deeps unless our experience is so limited that we cannot

relive their experience. This is really

one of the great thrills of reading
poetry. We soar and sing with Shelley’s skylark or we dance with
Wordsworth’s ten thousand daffodils,

Tossing their heads in sprightly

would like to make a trip to Trappist, Kentucky, contact Father Monthe

once

ears. We

12)

If at any time any of you fellows

made

to

are at bloom in all the land.” In
that era of peace. In the Age of
Mary!

VACATION
LA TRAPPE

who

dedicated

of a university

Page

dance,

or
4)

ual appeal. All great poetry is great

in proportion to the great thoughts

that it contains, and if the mind can

absorb some of these ideas from
poetry there will be a mental development.
A very important task of poetry
is to stir our imagination. As some
one has said we live between the

10)

in a more

serious

mood

we

ascend into the lower regions with
Milton and give ourselves over to

his magnificent lines as he pictures
the horrors of that awful place.
Yes, poetry can do many wonderful things for us, but we must give

it a chance. There is a poem for any
mood of the human heart but we

must know where that poem is, and
for this we must read and study. It
is all very much worthwhile.

With the “Deo Gratias” still ring-

ing joyously in their ears, the worshippers streamed through the doors.
Sam

hestitated

a moment

then, as

his eye caught the glitter of the sun

toying with the “chickens” on Col.
Renner’s broad shoulders, he strode

forward with a determined gait.
“Sir, could you spare a few minutes? I would like to talk to you —
it’s something very important.”

©

@

MONUMENT

°

TO

(Continued from Page

When

plishments

one

looks

MARY
13)

at the

to date through

accom-

none-

too-numerous donations he wonders

what the result would be if more
people would enlist their aid.
This is truly a cause for Catholic
Activity.

It is the hope of the Library’s
founder, Father Monheim, that one
day a Marian Library building can
be erected to house the largest col-

lection of Mariana in the world —
a museum that will rival the Louvre
of Paris. And where would be a

more fitting place than on the camPage 22

Alumni

Hall

Entrance
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By Tula Vardalides
Do you remember

.

roses. Doesn’t that sound delicious?

The night “Monk” made his 1000th
point?
When “Junior” Norris scored that
final basket in the first Louisville
game?
The way Pete Boyle snatched those
rebounds?
Thinking the papers were joking
about the Youngstown game?
“Razor” Campbell’s tricky passes?
Bobby

Flynn’s

fancy

footwork?

The trip to New York?
Yelling yourself blue in the face?

How could anyone forget!
Wow,

been!

what

Those

a

season

hopes

for

this

has

Madison

Square Garden were rather dim at
first but they were still there. For a
while it seemed as though every
time we got up netve enough to
voice them some creep who knew all
the answers would always be ready
with

that

sarcastic

remark,

“Oh,

yeah?” Well, right here and now
we'd like to answer, “Oh, YEAH!”
Don’t

get sarcastic with

us, chum,

see?
Now we have a comment to make
on the big cafe. How about a little
more variety? We ran into an article
the other day which described an
ancient Roman cookbook and we

think that you cooks down

there

may learn a thing or two. First of
all you have to guess at the quanti-

ties and portions of the recipes, but
that isn’t so bad. Just throw in a
dash of this and a pinch of that —
the way Mom cooks at home.
You have to have plenty of garlic
on hand, (mmm) also some laurel
beads, loblolly pine needles (what-

ever they are), and celery seeds. A

few ostrich eggs will come in handy,
and, don’t forget, only honey can
be used for sweetening. While you
are at it you’d better put in an extra

supply of bicarbonate of soda. It
might come in handy.
Some of the main dishes may include roast flamingo, stuffed parrots, cooked doormouse, roast deer,
roast lamb, and _ stuffed octopus

head. Each of these may be topped
by wine made from the essence of
Page 23

Yummy.
Of course, if we’re going to eat
like the old Romans did we'll have
to have a lot more. They used to

eat from forty to sixty different foods
at one banquet. But then they used
to recline on couches that had built
in vomitoriums. On second thought,
maybe the cafe better stay the way it

capone.

AMiss
IS as good ©
as a ile

is.

Now its the Pre-Med’s turn for a
bit of advice. We have in our possession a very interesting Pre-Med

dictionary which we went to the
trouble of revising for you since we
thought it our duty, as Pre-Law
students, to clear up a few terms

that may be bothering you and your
instructors. If these terms are clear
to you after reading this come to us
for a diagnosis cause there’s some-

thing wrong with you. The book
may be purchased for a copy of Bro.
Liebler’s tests and a solemn oath
that you will never enter the medical profession.
Here are some examples:
Ailment—What you’re going to tell
your patients they have whether
they

have

or

Alimentary
tween

not.

Canal —

Hoboken

and

Located

be-

Passaic.

Brain—A wonderful organ. It starts
working the minute
you meet
your girl friend and does not stop
until you go to class.
Dipsomaniacs—Those medical students who drink the alcohol preserving their specimens
rather
than waste their time going to a
Brown Street bar for a drink.
Doctor—What

you

may

be someday

if the good Lord smiles on you. A
man who suffers from good health
—in

his

community.

Halitosis—Girls,
never

tell

your

friends

will

you.

Hospital—Where

) —but Cigars ine
a Mans Smoke! |

you put what you

learned into practice and see how
many of the nurses you can date.

Lips—See your girl friend.
Liver—Delicious with bacon.
Physician — A
fancy
schmantzy
name for a doctor.
Taxidermist—Spelled backwards is
Tsimredixat.
People with false
teeth are advised not to attempt
to pronounce this word backwards.
Webster

move over, Vardalides

is here.

You need

not inhale

to enjoy a cigar!
CIGAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC. |

eae

STROLLING

MAINPUS NUP UA
® Gather

around

children,

and

listen to a nice Easter story: Once
upon a time, three years and three
days ago, a U.D. co-ed went down
to Holy Angels Church for Holy
Thursday services and whom did she
meet outside but one of the campus
students who hadn’t gone home for
Easter vacation. So, being a very
well brought up girl, she answered,
“Yes, thank you, you may walk me
home” to his question. And so he
did. A date on Easter Sunday followed. And another and another and
another. And then, guess what happened! Yep, that’s nght. And now,
three Easters (and a week) later
they will meet again at the church,
this time inside the Sanctuary . .
when Patty Stonebarger will become Mrs. Barney Otten. Moral of
this story is: “More things are
wrought by prayer than this world
dreams of.” So that’s why Pat lives
on Tennyson Avenue!

day! That is, when she’s not reading to them (first graders’ love stories.) But another faculty member,
pro tem (new quarter word every

issue) Mr. Kelly (John, to you) reports that there isn’t any drinking
fountain down there!

This month is philosophy month.
Here’s some current advice, vintage
1909, for men only: “Kissing a girl,
without first telling her that you love
her, is as small and mean as letting
a salesman take you for a ride in an
automobile, when you have no in-

duction, by the way) but a few in
the audience got a little nervous for
fear Jim Cosimati would trip over
the tail of his animal skin! — Good
news for the campus romeos: Shirley Schroll is no longer going steady.
Jim Baumgarten didn’t waste any
time putting in his bid. — We saw
quite a few U.D. students at the
last Critics’ Forum at The Engineers Club. See you at the next
one on April 13 when Father Kennedy will review Karl Stern’s The
Pillar of Fire.
Scoop! It looks like some of our
U.D. men are giving up beer for
Lent . . . well, as we always say,

the only thing original about some
men is original sin! — "Trish Cash-

man is worn out at the end of a day

of student teaching at Irving School.

It seems she takes the whole class
dewn stairs for a drink eight times a
Page 24

Old Cupid’s still on the
Everything looks OK between
decken and Bill Herlihy . . .
cheers. — Same goes for Nancy
ican

and

Buddy

Malloy.

—

ball.
Niethree
RadShhh,

don’t tell anybody but there was
another . . . party recently. Hostess
Shirley Bourgois showed all present

a good time, including Helen Forest and Joe Brown, Nancy Hoehler

and Bill.
New York — March 10. There we
were, daintily munching on_horsd’oeuvres at the Ritz Carleton, when

in walked Mary

Everything went smoothly for the
Players’ recent Easter drama (which

really looked like a professional pro-

Dead silence at one end, a red face
at the other.

EVERYBUNY READS
tention of buying
let the co-eds take
Not all the girls
not shaving. One

KK!

it.” Moral: Don’t
you for a ride. —
mind U.D. men
doesn’t seem to

Ellen Nagle and

Dee McAnespie . . . then while
catching a performance of “Arms
and the Man,” spotted through our
binoculars Rosie McAvoy and Dot
Dwenger. . . Later stopped in for
dancing at the Copocabana and eyed
Jim Gilvary, Bill Kehl and Punchy
Mayer taking in cafe society surrounded by enchanted debutantes
... felt right at home at Eddie Condon’s, night capping with native
NY’ers Pequillan, Gibbons, Ednie
and Rozzano .. . and every day of
our trip we dined at Leon’s (with
Leo)! and now, back in Dayton,
White

Tower,

here we come!

care at all. Sez she, “It’s no skin off

my cheek!”
When Bill Hallerman transferred
his belongings to his new car, he
almost forgot his St. Christopher
medal. But he didn’t miss his collection of hatpins! Well, Bill, it’s an
ill wind that teaches a man the value
of hatpins. — Pauline Kelly has
been entertaining dinner companions with dead men’s tales lately.
She’s so used to doing obituaries at

the Journal Herald that when she
got some information
over
the
phone — name, address and profession of a forthcoming speaker, she
asked absently, ““When

did he die?”

DID

YOU

(Continued

dence

from

SAY
Page

Celebrations.

FIRE
13)

Hundreds

of

volunteers in the colorful red shirts,

set off by white trousers
black boots and wearing
tional fireman’s hat are
companies. Officers by the

and shiny
the tradiranged in
dozen, in

navy blue coats and white trousers
give commands. At the close of the
review medals of achievement and
service are awarded. Another year
closes on a colorful institution in the
youngest republic of the Americas.
The Exponent

WHY

NOT

MARRY

AN

ENGINEER?

THE

So she married a Business man much to her joy,
For she thought she had everything in this non-technical
boy.
They

settled

And

down

on our

in

their

cute couple,

own

God

little

smiled

place,

down

with

The slide rule was gone, and the handbook
For these were

cast off when

she donned

grace.

was

her

also

new

trosseau.

But something was lacking, our Co-ed found soon
That the guy she married was a far greater goon.
While they still were courting, he never spoke much
But now it seemed that his language was Dutch.
He was a Retailer, and our poor little dear
Heard more about retailing than she could possibly bear.
He would balance the books of their home every week.
Their spending was cut down and her outlook grew bleak.
He explained the laws of Supply
Until our poor gal held her head
She gave him
For

he’d

She

needed

And

and Demand
in her hand.

her sizes and he bought

taken

Textiles;

a rest,

so

hence,

she

he

took

all her clothes

knew

all

about

those.

a vacation

visited a girl friend, who’d

married

in Education.

Now this college chum was a nervous young thing
For her husband taught music, and thought he could sing.
He practiced all night, by the mirror so clear
Until all the neighbors eyed them with fear.
The pay was so poor, he got a position
Working on the docks when the boats were
Add

the

Then
So

smell

of the

catfish

to

the

wail

out fishing.

of a moose,

you’ll know why this second gal was a dead goose.

our

Who

cute

little

Co-ed

had married

went

to her

room-mate

an Arts man, but again it was too late.

For this damsel’s guy was a veritable brain,
He would listen to quiz shows again and again.
The attic was full of the prizes he’d won
From a stuffed baby snake to an ancient

He was constantly reading to improve himself;
There were books in his den of shelf upon shelf.
Oh,

yes,

But

he’d lost his old smile

he

was

So, on pushed
Who’d

married

educated,

that

she’d

and

his

our gal to another
a Pre-Med,

’fore

admit,

wonderful

wit.

old friend
schooling

was

at end.

Now this guy was an interne and it really was tough
They never went dancing for his studies were rough.
When

he

They’d

relaxed,

which

wasn’t

talk of the future

Though

she

still loves

him

and

very

she’d

dearly,

often,

always

one

soften.

thing

she

misses

She thinks of their plans which are now turned to wishes.
Yes, they were happy, and the future looked
But it wasn’t at all like graduation night.
Then

our

Who’d

Co-ed

married

thought
an

of one

Engineer,

that

remaining
poor

little

bright,

pal

When she visited, though, she clearly saw this
That their home was a haven of marital bliss.
For this engineer had studied so hard in the past.
That now he and the Mrs. were “blastin” at last.
The slide rule and the log -tables were put away at night
And they did as they pleased without ever a fight.
When they didn’t go out, they’d talk and they’d joke,
For he was fully relaxed and far, far from broke.
see,

And

he got a good job without turning a hand.

when

he

graduated,

engineers

were

a

saw,

in

So after her survey, to our Co-ed it was clear,
It isn’t too bad: “Why not marry an Engineer?”

hammer,

or

screwdriver

but

they

take

on

a

more

polished look. Just because a slide rule is carried around
it doesn’t mean that it is being used all the time and it
is an expensive instrument.
Reading an engineering textbook is not similar to
reading a novel —there must be careful analysis of the
problem and the processes required for correct solutions.
The answer an engineer puts on paper after he gets out
into engineering work may mean the difference between
life and death for many people. A doctor can bury his
mistake, an engineer must live with his. It is the purpose
of engineering to combine the finest points of the theoretical and practical knowledge available to him.
You still think the engineer needs drastic reforms?
how

about

Scrauch,

Inc.?

(Last

members

left

this

campus in June, 1948). This organization was devoted
almost exclusively to good times. More than seventy-five
percent of the members were engineers and three of their
presidents were engineers. Anyone who has ever attended
a Scraunch party remembers it, but these guys had fun
when it was time to have fun and worked when it was
time to work.
The preconceived attitude, whether in fun or in all
seriousness, that engineers are dull has probably been the
biggest single factor in influencing the engineering student
to take his business elsewhere than the university. A feeling that he is not wanted, or at most tolerated, gives some
engineers the isolationist’s viewpoint. Then there are other
engineers who combine the arts with engineering, which
is the ideal engineer I admit, but his artistic interests are
not

at

the

university.

If any of you have had the privilege of attending some
of the parties thrown by professional engineering societies
here in Dayton or elsewhere, you have probably asked
yourself, “These are engineers?” I know I have. Believe
me, there was not a technical word spoken outside of
introduction
(of friends, wives, girl friends)
and some
of the best engineers (anyway reputed to be such) in this
section of the country would have kept anybody enter-

gal.

You

SIDE

@ There seems to be the attitude that many engineers
are “tools”, sticks-in-the-mud, and what have you; in some
respects this attitude is correct but it is my belief that
the people with that attitude are too social-conscious; I
might even go so far as to say they are narrow-minded.
Every time you turn around these people must be entertained if their friendship is to be kept, while others—
mostly outsiders— many of whom do not know what
engineering involves in the way of studies relative to
other college courses have fun on dates with engineers,
while the engineers’ own schoolmates are simply bored. The
outsider seems to know some of the difficulties or at least
tolerate the difficulties, while the female students must be
entertained almost continually. To enjoy life you do not
need entertainment, but entertainment is enjoyment, and
everyone needs some enjoyment. Life is a serious proposition and college men and women are supposed to be the
thinkers and planners of tomorrow; entertainment is an
acceptance by the general public of the devices produced
and developed by the planners.
Most people can’t see the work involved in engineering; slide rules and log tables seem to amaze and then
disgust some people. Why? These are tools the same as

Well,

old gun.

ENGINEER— HIS

demand,

tained all evening. After all, engineers are human too —
only they don’t need continual entertainment to enjoy life,
they can create it from their work.
I believe it is more a case of indifference on the part
of the engineers to the female population of U.D. (because
of their attitude toward the engineers) rather than unsocial conduct that creates such havoc in the minds of
some co-eds. Many dates have been had by engineers with
girls from Dayton and surroundings. Maybe it would be
wise

for the

co-eds

(to whom

this

applies)

to look around

their own backyard first before casting aspersions at the
engineers. A little tidiness at home goes a long way.
—D.

J.

G.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 6...THE BEAVER

o

“How

eager

can they

OR once in his life, our fervent friend admits that eagerness can be
over-done! He’s alluding, of course, to all these quick-trick cigarette tests
—the ones that ask you to decide on cigarette mildness after just one
puff, one sniff, one inhale or one exhale! When the chips are
down, he realizes cigarette mildness can’t be judged in a hurry.
That’s why he made...

The sensible test .. .the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test which
asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a pack after

pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you’ve
enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your “T-Zone”
(T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why...

More

People

Smoke

Camels

than any other cigarette!

